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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the attitude of teachers towards the 
current performance management system and practices in selected sample 
Government Technical Vocational Education and Training Institutions. While 
including more institutions in the sample would have widened the focus of the 
study, limited time and funding made such a wider study prohibitive. In order to 
attain the objective of the study, descriptive method was employed. The data 
collected were organized, analyzed, tabulated and interpreted using simple 
percentage. As far as major findings of the study are concerned, significant 
majority of the respondents stated their attitude that the appraisal system lacks 
to include critical requirements, indicators that establish learning objectives 
consistent with student needs and department expectations and appropriateness 
of the performance measurement criteria to measure performance of trainers as 
objectively as intended made the practices of teacher's appraisal in TVET 
government institutions exhibit weaknesses which need to be urgently addressed 
if teacher appraisal is to be used to improve the quality of teaching and 
education. 
Finally, the last section of the study deals with recommendations that are sought 
to practical in solving the problems identified in the study. 
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CHAPTER ONE: THE PROBLEM AND ITS APPROACH 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Performance management is an integral part of the management of an 

organization in which information obtained during the performance 

management process about individual employees or from specific units of 

the organization shall be considered in making other personnel 

management decisions. In fact, connections with other systems indicate 

how effective the performance management system is. From an 

organizational perspective, information obtained from performance 

appraisals must influence selection, staffing, discipline, training, and 

development. Concerning this (Fletcher 1993:473-488) points that 

performance management is associated with an approach to create a 

shared vision of the purpose and aims of the organization , helping each 

employee understand and recognize his/her part in contributing to the 

organization and in so doing, manage and enhance the performance of the 

individual and the organization . 

This requires setting strategies at organizational level and synchronizing 

departmental and individual objectives and targets to its achievement. In the 

managerial hierarchy, it is the immediate supervisor that is in charge of such 

performance appraisal. The managerial appraisal of employee should 

measure both performance in achieving goals and plans of an employee on 

his/her present job as well as the potential for promotion to higher level 

position as the individual planned for development is based primarily on the 

facts revealed by appraisal against predetermined verifiable objectives is a 

necessary step to lead the organization in the right direction. 

Based on this concept an attempt is made to assess the employees' attitude 

towards the current performance management system practices of 

government TVET institutions in Addis Ababa . 

As we all know, education plays a significant role in the life of an individual 

as well as in a county's overall development. It is a basic factor in promoting 



rationality of taught, improving social mobility and enhancing an individual's 

capacity and skill to respond to the demands of a changing world (Coombs, 

1985, Simmons, 1980, Curle , 1973). Investment in schooling is an 

investment in human capital which improves labor productivity and thereby 

contributes markedly to economic growth and development of a nation. 

Since the interaction between education, economic and social development 

has been broadly recognized (Tanquianne, 1990:), the educational system 

of any country is meant to serve its development objectives. Thus , the 

realization of the established objectives is largely dependent on an efficient 

and effective management of resources, of which the human resource is an 

important element. 

In light of this, there must be an operative Performance Management 

System, which is based on the importance of managing each individual's 

work and continuous communication between employees and their 

supervisors. It ensures that all employees are well aware of what is 

expected of them , are provided with continuous feedback about their 

performance, are provided with opportunities for education , training , and 

development, and are rewarded in a fair and equitable manner. Therefore , it 

is desirable that each TVET institutions should have a system for managing 

performance to monitor and evaluate the attainment of organizational goals 

and individual expectations. 

Moreover, the performance management process , which is the sequence of 

actions that supervisors and managers take when interacting with 

employees about their performance, is said to be implemented in a proper 

manner and up to the standard . That is, there should be a clear distinction 

between the measurement of the person and the measurement of 

performance using appropriate data from a number of sources. 

Currently, the Bureau of Education adapted a result based performance 

management system with the objective of measuring results in accordance 

with predetermined performance measurement criteria . Accordingly, training 

on the system was conducted as to the preparation , record keeping and 
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evaluation of teachers . However, lack of appropriate standard, verifiable 

output measurement indicators , not implementing tracking of records and 

feedback techniques are the problems encountered so far. Hence, a 

negative outcome of the implemented system prevails over the intended 

objectives set in the performance evaluation guidelines and directives. 

Hence the issue under discussion urgently needs to be addressed . 

Literatures on performance management system and research findings at 

different times reveal that there are many problems and factors related to 

effective implementation of performance management system which causes 

employees performance and moral to deteriorate. The purpose of this 

research paper is, therefore, to identify major problems and attitudes of 

employees in the current performance management system practices in 

selected TVET institutions of Addis Ababa and forward possible solutions 

and recommendations to alleviate the problems. 

1.2 Objective of the study 

1.2.1 General Objective 

The overall objective of this study is to assess the state and attitude of 

employees towards the current performance management system practices 

of the government TVET institutions, with the following specific objectives. 

1.2.2 Specific Objectives 

a. To examine the current problems contributing to the ineffectiveness 

of the existing performance management system in government TVET 

institutions. 

b. To investigate the magnitude of the problem with regard to 

performance management, i.e . planning, managing and appraising and 

points out those factors that drove to poor performance and dissatisfaction 

of employees. 
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1.3 Statement of the Problem 

Performance measures are recognized as an important element of all Total 

Quality Management programs. Therefore, managers and supervisors 

directing the efforts of an organization or a group have responsibility to 

know how, when and where to institute a wide range of changes. These 

changes cannot be sensibly implemented without knowledge of the 

appropriate information upon which they are based . Regardless of this fact, 

there is currently no standardized approach to develop and implement 

performance measurement system among many government TVET 

institutions in Addis Ababa. As a result, performance measures have not 

been fully adopted to gauge the success of the various practices made by 

their staff. Hence, the concern of this paper is to assess the state and 

attitude of teachers/trainers towards the current performance management 

system practices of these TVET institutions. The study also aims at 

investigating the magnitude of the problem with regard to performance 

management, i.e. planning, managing and appraising and points out those 

factors that drove to poor performance and dissatisfaction of employees. By 

doing so, the study investigate the problem and try to answer the following 

basic questions. 

» Does the implemented performance management system actually 

measures performance related behavior of teachers/trainers? 

Does the performance management tools (record keeping, initiative, 

output, rating scales etc. are properly managed? 

Does the results (outputs) of performance appraisal of 

teachers/trainers are utilized for human resource activities? 

What performance measures are identified and implemented to 

assess performance? 

1.4 Significance of the study 

This study is intended to investigate the current problems contributing to the 

ineffectiveness of the existing performance management system of 
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teachers/trainers working in government TVET institutions and try to forward 

possible remedial solutions. Therefore, the researcher hopes that: 

1. It help the TVET institutions to adapt a systematic way of 

performance management system so as to strive for much 

precision In measuring performance, link performance 

dimensions to meet internal and external customer 

requirements and incorporate situational constraints . 

2. The results provide the necessary basis for policymakers , 

planners, teachers , principals and others interested groups to 

realize the magnitude of the problem and attempt to solve it 

and. 

3. Serve other researchers as a source of information for further 

investigation on the problem. 

1.5 Delimitation of the study 

Currently, there are 5 government TVET colleges and other 5 

government middle level TVET institutions in Addis Ababa engaged 

in Technical-Vocational Education and Training . Involving all these 

colleges and institutions in the study is too large to manage, and the 

study is limited to three government TVET institutions in Addis 

Ababa. Even though there are other personnel management related 

problems in the institutions, the study is also limited in its scope to 

the attitudes of teachers/trainers towards the current performance 

management system. 

1.6 Limitation of the study 

The researcher had encountered the following limitations:-

• Absence of adequate information or document about the 

process 

keeping 

of performance management, i.e. planning, record 

and performance management tools/methods/ 

employed in the respective institutions. 
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• The study is also largely dependent upon individuals' opinion 

and some of the respondents were found to be negligent in 

feeling the questionnaire. 

1.7 Organization of the study 

This study has five chapters. The first chapter is background of the 

study, which includes statement of the problem, significance, 

delimitation, limitation and organization of the study. The second part 

deals with the review of related literature which will provide detailed 

information related to performance management system with opinion 

of different writers. The third chapter deals with the research design 

and methodology. The fourth chapter comes with the results, analysis 

and interpretation of data collected through questionnaire and 

interview, The fifth chapter is where summary, conclusions and 

recommendations are dealt comes at last. 
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, 
CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter deals with the review of the related literature. It comprises 

conceptual framework of Technical Vocational Education and Training in 

Brief, the need for performance evaluation (management) of employees, 

objectives of performance evaluation (management), who should evaluate 

the performance of employees?, methods of performance evaluation , 

problems in the performance evaluation (management) of employees, the 

ways to come up with these problems 

2.1 Conceptual Framework of Technical Vocational Education and 
Training 

2.1.1 Background, Policy. Strategic direction. Status and Significance 
of TVET in the Ethiopian Context 

The National Technical Vocational Education and Training TVET) Strategy 

of Ethiopia reflects an important paradigm change during recent years that 

places quality and relevance of TVET as its priority. Global experience has 

shown that the mere expansion of TVET does not solve the problems of 

unemployment and low productivity of the economy alone. TVET has to 

respond to the skill needs of the labor market and create a competent, 

motivated and adaptable workforce capable of driving economic growth and 

developments. 

The Economic Policy and Strategy of the country requires technical and 

professional skills in broad and specific occupational fields. It is with this 

intention that the Government of Ethiopia has put in place a comprehensive 

capacity building development program aimed at strengthening its human 

resource potential through TVET. 

To meet this demand, public and non-public TVET institutions have 

increased in number, the training areas have been diversified, enrollment 

has increased, and the trainers are prepared to perform functions valued 
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and needed by the Agricultural Development Led Industrialization (ADLI) 

Strategy of the country. 

However, at present most TVET graduates do not meet the expectations of 

the service and production sectors . This is due to three reasons:-

1. TVET concentrates on institution-based training , which favors 

theoretical instruction. Initial training is still input-oriented and follows 

curricular requirements instead of work place and labor market 

requirements. 

2. Further training and continuous upgrading for the existence 

workforce are only partially in place. A meaningful structure of steady 

adaptation to workforce demand and life-long learning is still missing . 

3. Ongoing formal and informal non-public and private company-based 

training is closer to people and to the world of work. All these different 

training approaches are not yet part of the overall training system thus 

excluding large majority of trainees, job seekers (Creators) and working 

people . Thus their skills , knowledge and experience are not sufficiently 

acknowledged, developed and utilized . 

Therefore, there is a need for coherent system which includes formal and 

non-formal in itial and subsequent training programs that allows access to 

certification at all levels no matter how and where the skills and knowledge 

were acquired and opens access to academic studies for everyone through 

required standard assessments/tests . Moreover, it is necessary to 

strengthen the qualification framework, which is the basis of the outcome 

and competency based system. This requires the development of additional 

occupational standards test items, and the establishment of one appropriate 

assessment/testing infrastructure. 

Based on the government economic and social development strategy 

program new programs have been identified, and occupational standards 

were prepared for 50 priority trades . The Government TVET institutions 

were provided with the necessary equipment, machinery , furniture and 
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computers to make the training practical and of better quality. Training 

modules were also produced and distributed to the institutions to improve 

the quality of training . 

The TVET qualification framework document was prepared to put in place a 

trade testing center with the corresponding procedure and 5 other 

implementation guidelines were also developed and 5 centers of 

competencies development plans are prepared . (ESOP III , 2005: 50) 

2.2 The Need for Performance Management 

Historically, organizations relied upon evaluations and ratings provided by 

their employees immediate supervisors to make pay, transfer and promotion 

decisions. Although many performance appraisal systems contained an 

employee development element, the exercise was seldom followed upon, 

and developmental goals were rarely referenced until the next appraisal 

session . 

Organizational needs to improve employee motivation, morale , and 

productivity and to avoid unnecessary litigation and led to the redesign of 

performance appraisal and reward systems to facilitate employee 

development and to promote organizational goals . Specifically, 

organizations hope to improve motivation and productivity by defining , 

measuring and realizing employee behaviors to better reflect organizational 

goals and expectations. Employee development efforts are facilitated by 

improved feedback, counseling and goal setting techniques . In addition , 

well-designed performance management systems positively influence 

employee motivation by providing a vehicle for formally recognizing and 

allocating rewards to outstanding employees. (Organization Systems 

International , 2002:5) 

According to R. Bruce McAfee and Paul J. Champagne (1993:24-32), 

Organizations typ ically have two primary reasons for using performance 

appraisals . The first is the evaluative or judgmental function of appraisals , 
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i.e. they are used for making administrative decisions about employees. The 

second function is developmental Appraisals are designed to improve 

performance or the potential for high performance by identifying areas for 

improvement and growth. 

Both functions of appraisal should help to develop more productive 

employees. Nevertheless, managers frequently resist using proper 

appraisals. This resistance stems in part from the lack of awareness about 

how appraisal fits into an overall plan for the effective management of 

people . Appraisal can erroneously be seen as merely a tool for 

administrative decisions with little or no link to human behavior in 

organizations . This also means that managers may not see appraisal as a 

constructive tool for behavioral change. (McAfee &.Champagne, 1993:24) 

Another author Edwin B. Flippo in his book entitled "The Principles of 

Personnel Management" states the need for performance management as 

follows:-

Systematic appraisal of employee 
performance is that it serves to stimulate and 
guide employee development. A good appraisal 
program provides this information in a form that 
can usually be communicated to the employee. 
The factors utilized in the rating process from a 
pattern of desired behavior and, a comparison of 
the individual's performance weakness. These 
weaknesses provide the basis for an individual. 
(Flippo, 1976264) 

Since workers are appraised constantly a spirit of competition may be 

infused in their minds as a result of which their performance may be 

improved . Merit rating also helps to discover and distinguish between 

efficient and inefficient workers. 
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2.3 Objectives of Performance Management 

The main objectives of performance management are:-

a. To determine which employees need more training and it can help 

evaluate the results of training programs. It also helps the subordinate

supervisor counseling relationship and it encourages supervisors to 

observe subordinates behavior to help employees. 

b. Performance management can encourage initiative, develop a sense 

of responsibility, and stimulate efforts to performance. 

c. It can serve as a valuable input to skill inventories and human resource 

planning . 

d. It can serve as a basis for an ongoing discussion between superior and 

subordinate about job related matters. Through interaction and an 

effective feedback process , the parties get to know each other better. 

e. It serves as a legally defensible reason for promotion , transfers, 

rewards, and discharge 

f. It can be used to validate selection tools such as testing program . 

(Ivancevich:257 -258) 

An organization which strictly follows and implements the above objectives , 

assists the organization to remain competitive enough in the business world 

in general and to be efficient in achieving his organizational objectives in 

particular. 

As it is clearly stated in the objectives and guiding principles, performance 

appraisal is not a one time activity. But requires supervisors to keep records 

of teachers/trainers' performance that enables them to identify the need for 

training and plan programs accordingly. In addition , performance 

management create conducive atmosphere to increase productivity and 
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efficiency by maintaining smooth relationship between work and workers . 

The guideline also stress that both supervisors and employees have to take 

training, seminar or meeting for effective and appropriate utilization of 

performance appraisal report. 

2.4 Who Should Evaluate Employees? 

Performance evaluation is another HRM activity that involves cooperation 

between the line operating managers and the HR specialists . The operating 

manger (immediate supervisor) is, however, the person responsible for 

conducting the actual appraisal in a vast majority of cases. But there are 

other possibilities that organizations should consider as well. 

2.4.1 Rating by a committee of several supervisors 

The supervisors chosen are those most likely to come into contact with the 

employee. This approach has the advantages of offsetting bias on the part 

of superior and adding additional information to the evaluation , especially if 

it follows a group meeting format. 

2.4.2 Rating by the Employee's Peers (co-workers) 

In the peer evaluation system, the co-workers must know the level of 

performance of the employee being evaluated. For this system to work , it is 

preferable for the evaluating peers to trust one another and not to be in 

competition for raises and promotions. This approach may be useful when 

the tasks of the work unit require frequent working contact among peers . 

2.4.3 Rating by the employee's subordinates 

It is used in some universities and (students evaluate the faculty's teaching 

effectiveness) . It is used more for the developmental aspects of 

performance evaluation than are some of the other methods. Managers are 

less likely to accept being rated by subordinates if the information is going to 

be used for administrative purposes (for example , raises and promotions) 
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than if it is used for development. This source of rating information is also 

more acceptable if the managers believe that their subordinates are familiar 

with the job. Also, subordinates' eva luations should probably be restricted to 

"people-oriented" issues such as leadership and delegation, rather than 

organizing , planning and other less easily observed aspects of the 

manager's performance. 

2.4.4 Rating by Someone outside the Immediate Work Situation 

This method is known as the field review technique. It uses a specialized 

appraiser from outside the job setting , such as a human resource specialist, 

to rate the employee. This approach is often costly, so it is generally used 

only for exceptionally important jobs. It might be used for the entire 

workforce if accusations of prejudice must be countered. A crucial 

consideration is that the outside evaluator is not likely to have as much data 

as evaluators in any of the other four approaches. The use of an outside 

evaluator represents a somewhat a typical approach to appraising 

performance. 

2.4.5 Self-evaluation 

In this case, the employee evaluates herself or himself with the techniques 

used by other evaluators. This approach seems to be used more often for 

developmental (as opposed to evaluative) aspects of performance 

evaluation. It is also used to evaluate an employee who works in physical 

isolation. 

Self evaluations have often been met with skepticism by organizations 

because the self-interests of the employee could outweigh an objective 

evaluation . However, research has demonstrated that self-evaluations can 

correlate reasonably well with supervisors ' ratings ; especially if the 

employees have information about their co-workers ' performance, 

employees can provide accurate appraisals of their own performances. 
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2.4.6 Rating by a Combination of approaches 

One system of appraising performance that appears to be growing In 

popularity is the 360-degree feedback system. As the name implies, this 

method uses multiple appraisers , including supervisors, subordinates, and 

peers of the target person . In some cases, it also includes self-appraisals. 

The appraisal is 360-degree in that information is collected and feedback is 

provided in full circular fashion-top to bottom and back to the top. 

2.5 Methods of Performance Evaluation 

"Performance measurements---the important features of getting the job done, 

may include organizing and planning, quality of work, quantity of work, job 

knowledge, versatility, professional competence/competencies, cooperation 

toward achieving organizational goals, communication skills, decision 

making, etc. Job related criteria for performance evaluation include job 

dimensions, performance standards and illustrative, observable behaviors. 

Criteria should be: Measurable through observation of behaviors on the job, 

clearly defined and Job related. 

Employee input can provide data for developing criteria---all employees 

should know and understand the performance dimensions before appraisal 

are conducted ' (Edwards & Sproull, 1985b: 17 -26) 

One common example of a traditional measurement system utilizes the 

following rating scale :-

Rating Description 

5 Far exceeds expectations. Outstanding . 

4 Exceeds expectations 

3 Proficient: Meets expectations 

2 Below average. Needs improvement. 

1 Does not meet expectations. Improvement is required 

14 



Boudreaux, in an in an article he wrote for Compensation & Benefits 

Review, describes the shortcomings of this approach. "This system features 

small gradations based on imprecise performance appraisal categories. It 

forces managers to compare employees. This can create competition and 

not cooperation . If this is linked to a merit plan , it appears that the rating 

categories and the corresponding increases should be distributed across a 

normal distribution, with a majority of employees ranked as "3"'s. By 

definition, the system assumes that most employees fall two points below 

where they naturally want to be. The system necessarily attacks the self

esteem of a majority of employees. Further, few if any managers can 

objectively justify a distinction between greatly exceeds and exceeds" 

(Boudreaux, 1994:20-24). 

Several alternate measurement methods and systems have been 

developed over the years including Management-By-Objectives (MBO), 

Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS) , The Mixed Standard Scale 

(MSS), quantitatively measurable performance criteria , and the use of 

multiple raters or 360-degree feedback. 

2.5.1 Management-By-Objectives (MBO) 

Performance management systems utilizing Management-By-Objectives 

strategies entail the setting of mutually agreed upon , observable , 

measurable objectives and goals between employees and their bosses. 

"Each level of the organization sets goals that complement those set at the 

next highest level. In many cases, individual monetary rewards (bonuses, 

merit increases, etc.) are tied to MBO goals" (Wright, 1994:41-48). 

One criticism of the management-by-objectives strategy is that employees 

tend to focus on attaining their objectives to the detriment of their other, 

non-measured responsibilities. Edwards, Borman, & Sproull characterize 

MBO "as one of the greatest management illusions. The technique simply 

increases pressure on the individual and is self-defeating" (Edwards , 

Borman & Sproull , 1985:77-82) . 
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2.5.2Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS) 

Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales are "descriptions provided on 

appraisal forms and surveys which describe a precise level of performance. 

BARS were developed with the hope of improving rater accuracy by 

providing job-related behavioral anchors and altering the format of rating 

scales . BARS anchor each rating interval with descriptions of a behavioral 

incident. BARS eliminate the confusion and common error caused by 

open-ended rating scales (i .e., what is the difference between satisfactory 

and good?). Another advantage provided by BARS is that they focus the 

appraisal on behavior rather than personally characteristics (Brown, 

1985:39-42). 

Unfortunately, while behavioral anchors offer specificity in setting 

performance levels, research has indicated that BARS offer no 

performance measurement superiority over conventional systems. They 

are also time consuming and difficult to develop-especially if there are 

many dissimilar job slots. To develop BARS for just one job, that job must 

be separately and carefully analyzed and performance levels must be 

described in detail for several of the job's areas" (Edwards , et ai. , 1985: 17-

26) 

2.5.2 The Mixed-Standard Scale (MSS) 

The Mixed-Standard Scale is considered "superior to BARS in reducing 

halo and leniency errors. MSS disguises dimensions and ordinal 

relationships among items so that the rater cannot detect and order of merit 

in the items. In the MSS, all items are presented in random order and 

raters must respond without knowing whether a low, medium or high rating 

for a particular item has a positive, neutral or negative correlation to 

performance. Raters are required to choose one of the following three 

responses for each item: the rate's performance is lower (or poorer) than 

the item description (-) ; the rate's performance fits the item description (0) ; 

or the rate 's performance is higher (better) than the item description (+) . 
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This format provides for error counts that can be used to identify rater 

errors , systematic rating tendencies, and ambiguous dimensions, thereby 

providing the opportunity for rater feedback . Mixed Standard Scale can be 

used with multiple raters. Despite its advantages, many raters experience 

frustration with this system, and it has little industry support" (Edwards & 

Sproull , 1983:77 -82) . 

2.5.3 Quantitatively Measurable Performance Criteria 

Quantitatively Measurable Performance Criteria are thought to be 

objective , reducing "conflict between the employee and the appraiser by 

restricting the focus of the appraisal items that can be measured by 

number of quantity (e.g., production rates, sales .. . ). The problem is that 

quantitative measures do not guarantee objectivity, not capture all 

components of an individual's contribution to the organization's productivity 

because there are numerous factors that influence the events being 

measured (degree of assistance, territory/departmental differences, etc.). 

Quantitative performance criteria , while apparently straight forward in their 

emphasis on numbers are flawed in that they may:-

» emphasize certain obvious but sometimes insignificant aspects of the 

job 

» Negatively influence job holders by suggesting that only the numbers, 

and not the nuances of their jobs count. 

» Encourage short-term individual gain at the expense of long-term 

development and the organization's success. 

» Need to be artificially created for many management jobs (Edwards & 

Sproull , 1985b: 17 -26). 

According to Edwards and Sproull , performance "standards don 't have to be 

quantifiable, but they must be keyed to observa ble behavior" . 
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2.5.4 Peer Assessment/Peer Review 

Although forms of peer assessment are found in multi-rater and 360-degree 

survey instruments, not all peer assessments utilize these rating tools. 

According to Kane and Lawler, peer assessment methods were first 

developed in the 1920's. The numerous research studies conducted on 

peer assessment methods over the years have determined them to be 

reliable and valid . Peer assessment is defined as : the "evaluation of work 

performance by peers or colleagues of equal rank against established 

performance criteria or competencies" (Bader & Bloom, 1992:61-66) . 

There are three methods of peer assessment: peer nominations, peer 

ratings , and peer rankings. 

2.5.4.1 Peer nominations - each member of the group designates a 

specified number of group members (usually excluding themselves) as 

being the highest and/or lowest in the group on a particular characteristic or 

dimension of performance. Administration is simple for the rater, but 

complex from the standpoint of design, administration land scoring . This 

method is not recommended . Research on its effectiveness is inconclusive. 

It requires a group size of at least ten for reliability. Although it does not 

provide information about all group members, it requires responses from all 

group members to ensure reliable results . In addition , it is difficult to 

compare members of unequal size groups. This method can only be used 

to identify the extreme high and/or low members of a group and provides 

little , if any, discrimination between remaining members (Kane & Lawler, 

1978:555-565) . 

2.5.5.2 Peer rating - each group member rates every other group 

member on a given set of performance or personal characteristics, using 

anyone of several different types of rating scales, including behaviorall y 

anchored rating scales, adjective and numerically anchored graphic rating 

scales. Minimal group size is ten (Kane & Lawler, 1978:555-565) . 
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2.5.5.3 Peer ranking - each group member ranks all the others from best 

to worst on one or more factors . Ranking is considered the most 

discriminating of all the peer assessment methods, since it is quite probable 

(if no ties are allowed that the average rank received by each group 

member will be different that received by any other. This method is 

therefore the method of choice when the purpose is solely to discriminate all 

the members of a group from one another (Kane & Lawler, 1978:555-565). 

According to Bader & Bloom (1992:61-66), proper preparation , design, and 

training is required to avoid the disadvantages of peer assessment which 

include the: 

>- Initial time commitment 

>- Difficulty for some people to keep input anonymous 

>- Inappropriate use of input 

>- Tendency of some people to use peer reviews vindictively 

>- Tendency for reviewers to remember isolated or recent incidents or to 

blow incidents out of proportion. 

>- Tendency for reviewers to save feedback for the process, rather than 

delivering it as needed. 

2.6 Multiple Raters! 360-Degree Feedback 

Multiple-rater and 360-degree feedback instruments offer superior 

assessment alternatives to the prior measurement methods. Multiple-rater 

surveys can differ from 360-degree surveys in that 360-degree surveys 

always sample feedback from several sources around the participant. 

Typical 360-degree surveys solicit and analyze input form the participants' 

immediate supervisor(s) , peers, and direct reports, suppliers and customers 

(if applicable) . Self-ratings are also often included . Multiple-rater feedback 

in contrast, consists of more than one rater , usually four or more, but they 

do not necessari ly represent opinions from all sources around the 

participant. For the remainder of this discussion , the terms 360 -degree 

and multi-rater feedback can be used interchangeably. 
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Although the concept of 360-degree feedback has been around for almost 

twenty years , the tool was not often used until fairly recently. One reason 

for its increase in popularity lies with technological advances that ease 

administration by introducing computer processing to a formerly time

consuming , manual task. 

One-study estimates 13% of all organizations are currently using 360-

degree survey instruments (Gruner, 1997: 1 02-1 03) . 360-degree surveys 

are used for employee development, succession planning , training needs 

assessment, and for making appraisal , salary and promotion decisions. 360-

degree, and multi-rater feedback is very powerful , and often more 

meaningful than single-source (supervisory) feedback. 360-degree feedback 

is valuable in that it provides additional sources of observations of behaviors 

from varying perspectives. 

"Subordinates, for example, are more directly affected by managerial 

behaviors and decisions in ways that are not always evident to supervisors. 

In fact , supervisory feedback may primarily reflect the performance of the 

manager's work unit, rather than leadership behaviors, which they may not 

directly observe (what vs . how). Research by Brnadin and Beatty, has 

shown that 360-degree feedback can enhance both communications and 

performance" (London & Beatty, 1993:353-372) . 

Furthermore, numerous research studies have proven multiple assessment 

tools to be reliable and valid sources of data. In fact, studies correlating 

peer ratings with other measures of success show that, peer ratings are 

valid and reliable predictors of performance (Pollack & Pollack, 1996:507-

528). 

360-degree assessment reports provide comprehensive summaries of an 

employee's job related competencies (skills , abilities and knowledge) . With 

360-degree assessments, employees can compare their own ratings of their 

performance with the ratings they receive from their rating team. Since 

employees typically "see" themselves and give themselves higher ratings 
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than other, 360s provide employees with valuable insight into their strengths 

and weaknesses, 

Most organizations use 360-degree feed back for developmental purposes 

only. Considerably fewer use it for merit review evaluations, 360-degree 

surveys are used by both management and non-management personnel. 

360 Feedbacks: A Graphical Representation 

Boss 
Work Unit Results 

- Financial 
- Operational 

Leader Behaviors 

........ ", ............ I" ............... "'''' ..... ..., 

~ 
Pecrs/Sup~liers Manager 

Behavior 
Work Unit C ustomer 

- Cooperation Work Unit Results 
- Planning :t Leader Behaviors 
- Teamwork 

..... " ......... 
" ............. ", ............... " ...... Subordinates 

Leader Behaviors 
•• ____ "' .... ,, ____ .. J"' ••.. " , 

• I.hi, J) I~j,/, l~t .. J"'1 ft' ... 4~n:t1l F'. 

From "360-degree feed back as a Competitive Advantage" by M. London & R. Beatty, 
Human Resource Management, Summer/fall1993 . 

2.6.1 Model and Scoring Variations 

K.M. Nowack identified five basic models of 360-degree instruments , and 

three distinct scoring methods, in a 1993 Training & Development article 

entitled "360-Degree Feedback: The Whole story". 360-degree models 

include: job analysis, competency-based, strategic planning, developmental 

and personality theory models , Competency-based models are probably 

most often used for employee development purposes. 

1, Job analysis - measure knowledge, skills and abilities determined 

through focus groups and job-task information questionnaires, 

2, Competency based - measure competencies which are determined by 

identifying the behaviors of high performing employees, 
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3. Strategic planning - measure knowledge, skills and abilities required 

based upon the organization's strategic plan , and identified through 

interviews and focus groups with key senior executives. 

4. Developmental theory - measure knowledge, skills and abilities based 

on theoretical and conceptua l models of employee growth and 

development. These models note critica l skills for various developmental 

stages. 

5. Personality theory- measure knowledge , skills and abilities associated 

with personality, such as qualities, traits , temperaments and styles in 

communication, leadership, interpersonal relations, and cognition . 

There are three different ways to score 360 degree survey instruments. It is 

possible for one comprehensive feedback report to represent all three types 

of scoring methods the various methods of scoring 360-degree instruments 

include impassive, normative and competency-based norm scoring. 

1. Impassive scoring- where employees can track and compare their own 

scores over time. Initial scores serve as a baseline against which oater 

scores are compared impassive scoring can focus on behavioral changes 

or on the employee's degree of awareness of his or her interpersonal , 

communication , or leadership styles at given points in tine. 

2. Normative scoring - employees compare their scores with the scores 

of a representative group of similar employees (same job, organizations or 

industry) . Normative scoring also allows organizations to determine training 

needs. 

3. Competency-based norms-are determined by surveying a group of high 

performing employees, and calculating the means and standard deviations 

from the individual scales . These means are used for comparison purposes. 

(Nowack, 1993:69-72). 

2.6.2 360-Degree Development 

Development of a 360-degree or multi-rater instrument is, as in competency 

modeling , a multi-phase process. In phase one, the organization must 
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determine their requirements and intended applications of the instrument 

(e.g. , development, appraisal , selection) . 

Phase two focuses upon determining the content and survey format. The 

development of an organizational competency model typically precedes 

360-degree survey design . According to London & Beatty (1993:353-372) , 

360-degree surveys "should be based on behaviors strategic to 

organizational success and relevant to the job and can include new 

behaviors top management may wish to reward. " Questions should describe 

specific, observable, job-related behaviors strategic to organizational 

success and relevant to the job, and can include new behaviors top 

management may wish to reward ." Raters should be provided with a "can 

not rate option for areas of performance they have not had sufficient 

opportunity to observe" (Pollack &Pollack, 1996:507-528).Supervisor ratings 

are not kept anonymous. 

The third phase includes," establishing a report format and distribution 

procedures , clear instructions, rater and participant training . Report formats 

vary from narrative summary statements to statistical summaries averaging 

ratings across items or clusters of items. Some include departmental or 

group norms. The more derailed the report , the more managers focus on 

results that match their self-perceptions! Reports that summary data on 

statistically derived factor analyses and by averaging items across 

predetermined factors provide reliable, more easily digestible data without 

losing distinguishing information" (London & Beatty, 1993:353-372) . In 

addition, many reports include transcriptions of written comments made by 

the rating team; such data is particularly valuable as it provides a context 

from which to view the quantitative results . 

Phase four focuses on training . Facilitators must be trained to interpret and 

deliver meaningful feedback on report results . It is strongly recommended 

the organization provide pre-assessment training sessions for all raters . 
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2.6.2.1 The Rating Team 

Although multi-rater and 360-degree ratings team membership may vary, 

sell sources agree that rater anonymity must be guaranteed . Protecting the 

confidentiality of respondents helps to ensure honest objective survey 

responses . To this end, many organizations use third party firms to collect 

and analyze the data, and prepare feedback reports. Subordinate and peer 

ratings are either not reported, or are combined, if fewer than three 

responses are received . "Data from three or more raters improves reliability 

and validate of the ratings , reduces the amount of bias, and helps to 

maintain the anonymity of the raters" (Pollack & Pollack, 1996:507-528) . 

Supervisor ratings are not kept anonymous. 

The make-up of the employees rating team is important because raters 

must be respected for their feedback to be valued . Although many 

organizations allow participants to choose their own rating teams, "the 

research literature and organizations surveyed indicated that if left to select 

respondents on their own employees will often select only those who are 

likely to provide them with positive ratings" (Pollack & Pollack, 1996:507-

528) . Other organizations require supervisor approval of team selections. 

Raters should be selected based upon frequency and significance of their 

contact with the participant and "should have had the opportunity to observe 

the participants ' to observe the participants' behavior for at least four 

months" (Yuki & Lepsinger, 1995:45-50). Supervisors are almost always 

required to submit ratings . 

2.6.2.2. Self-Ratings 

Many 360-degree survey instruments include self-ratings . One average of 

self-ratings is that completing an instrument helps participants to better 

understand the behavior scales in the final report (Yuki & Lepsinger, 

1995:45-50). Self ratings tend to facilitate behavioral change because 

managers can compare their self-perceptions directly with how others see 

them (London &Beatty, 1993:353-372) . However self-ratings examined on 
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their own tend to be more lenient than others' ratings and have "less 

variability more bias and less agreement with ratings from other sources" 

(Pollack & Pollack , 1996:507-528). 

2.6.2.3 Peer Ratings 

Peers are those employees found at the same organizational level as the 

participant. "Peers may be in the best position to provide feedback on skills 

such as working with others and teamwork, decision-making and technical 

capabilities "(Pollack & Pollack, 1996:507-528) . 

There are many ways to evaluate employees; some to the most common 

will be described here. Generally speaking , these methods can be divided 

into two broad categories. One category consists of methods that evaluate 

employees individually. In other words, the supervisor evaluates each 

employee without explicit , direct comparisons with other employees; plus 

the standards of performance are defined without reference to other 

employees. 

The second category depends on multiple-person evaluations. Multiple

person evaluations require the supervisor to directly and intentionally 

compare the performance of one employee with that of other employees. 

Thus , the standards of performance are relative : an employee's 

performance is defined as good or bad on the basis of comparison with 

other employees' performance.(John M. Ivancevich 2002:27) 

2.7 Potential Problems in Performance Management System 

Regardless of which technique or system is chosen, there are going to be 

many problems encountered in its use. None of the techniques is perfect; 

they all have limitations. Some of these limitations are common to all of the 

techniques, while others are more frequently encountered with certain 

ones. 
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2.7.1 Opposition to Evaluation 

Most employees are wary of performance evaluation. Perhaps the most 

common fear is of subjectivity on the part of the rater. Subjective bias and 

favoritism are real problems that create opposition to most performance 

evaluation systems. These fears are hidden , however, and other, more 

general arguments are provided. For example , those who oppose the use 

of formal performance evaluation systems argue that:-

);0 They focus too much attention on alleviating symptoms of poor 

performance rather than identifying the underlying causes. 

);0 Managers and employees dislike the evaluation process. Raters 

especially have problems with reaching decisions about the performance 

levels of employees. 

);0 Employees who are not evaluated in the top performance category 

experience a reverse motivation effect: They slow down (employee 

problems) 

2.7.2 System Design and Operating Problems 

Performance evaluation systems break down because they are poorly 

designed. The design can be blamed if the criteria for evaluation are poor, 

the technique used is cumbersome, or the system is more than substance. 

If the criteria used focus solely on activities rather than output (results) , or 

on personality traits rather than performance, the evaluation may not be 

well received . Some evaluation techniques, take a long time to carry out or 

require extensive written analysis, both of which many managers resist. If 

this is the problem, another technique can be chosen . Finally, some 

systems are not online and running . Some supervisors use the system, but 

others just haphazardly fill out the paperwork. Top management's support 

for performance evaluation can remedy this problem of ritualism. 
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2.7.3 Rater Problems 

Even if the system is well designed , problems can arise if the raters 

(usually supervisors) are not cooperative and well trained . Supervisors may 

not be comfortable with the process of evaluation, or what Douglas 

McGregor called "playing God." This is often because they have not been 

adequately trained or have not participated in the design of the program. 

Inadequate training of raters can lead to a series of problems in completing 

performance evaluations, including: 

~ Problems with standards of evaluation 

~ Halo effect. 

~ Leniency or Harshness. 

~ Central tendency error 

~ "Recency of events" error. 

~ Contrast effects. 

~ Personal bias (stereotyping; "similar to me") 

2.7.3.1 Standards of Evaluation 

Problems with evaluation standards arise because of perceptual 

differences in the meaning of the words used to evaluate employees. 

Thus, good, adequate, satisfactory, and excellent may mean different 

things to different evaluators. Some teachers are "easy A's," while others 

almost never give an A. They differ in their interpretation of excellent. If 

only one rater is used , the evaluation can be distorted. This difficulty 

arises most often in graphic rating scales but may also appear with 

essays , critical incidents, and checklists. 
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2.7.3.2 The halo effect 

At one time, it was believed that halo errors in ratings were the major 

problem in performance evaluation. Halo error occurs when a rater 

assigns ratings for several dimensions or performance on the basis of an 

overall general impression of the ratee. 

Halo error can be either positive or negative, meaning that the initial 

impression can cause the ratings to be either too low or too high . Suppose 

that an information systems manager thought that one particular computer 

programmer was the best in the department at developing new software. 

If, solely on the basis of this impression, the programmer is given high 

ratings on decision making , getting along with peers , and leadership 

potential , then a halo error has occurred. 

A problem with understanding and dealing with halo error is that the 

ratings represent an error only if they are not justified . That is, imagine that 

our computer programmer deserved high ratings on the three dimensions 

of performance other than programming . Even though the manager was 

being the ratings on a general impression, they could represent an 

accurate evaluation . In other words , it is important to realize that there is a 

difference between halo errors and true halo, which occurs when uniformly 

high or low ratings across different aspects of performance are actually 

justified by the ratee's performance. 

Interestingly, halo errors are not as common as was once believed . Raters 

do seem to be able to distinguish halo errors from true halo in many 

situations. When halo errors do occur, however, they can be very difficult 

to eliminate. One procedure to reduce this type of error is to have the rater 

evaluate all subordinates on one dimension before proceeding to another 

dimension. The theory underlying this practice is that thinking of one 

dimension at a time forces the rater to think in specific instead of overall 

terms when evaluating subordinates. 
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2.7.3.3 Leniency or Harshness Error 

Performance evaluations require the rater to objectively reach a 

conclusion about performance. Being objective is difficult for everyone. 

Raters have their own rose-colored glasses with which they "objectively" 

view subordinates. Consequently, leniency or harshness rating error may 

occur in raters' evaluations of their subordinates . Some raters see 

everything as good-these are lenient raters. Other raters see everything 

as bad-these are harsh raters . 

Raters can assess their own tendencies toward harsh and lenient rating 

by examining their ratings. This self-assessment is sometimes startling . 

Another method used to reduce harsh and lenient rating is to ask raters to 

distribute ratings-forcing a normal distribution (for example, 10 percent of 

the subordinates will be rated as excellent, 20 percent rated as good , 40 

percent rated as fair, 20 percent rated below fair, and 10 percent rated as 

poor) . 

2.7.3.4 Central Tendency Error 

A central tendency error occurs when a rater avoids using high or low 

ratings and assigns average ratings . The rater resorts to a philosophy that 

everyone is about average and rates subordinates around a 4 on a 1 to 7 

scale or a 3 on a 1 to 5 scale. This type of "average" rating is almost 

useless-it fails to discriminate between subordinates . Thus , it offers little 

information for making HRM decisions regarding compensation, 

promotion, training , or what should be fed back to ratees. Raters must be 

made aware of the importance of discriminating across ratees and the use 

of evaluations. This sometimes stimulates raters to use less central 

(average) ratings. 
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2.7.3.5 "Recent of Events" Error 

One difficulty with many of the evaluation systems is the time frame of the 

behavior being evaluated. Raters forget more about past behavior than 

current behavior. Thus, many persons are evaluated more on the results 

of the past several weeks than on six months' average behavior. This is 

called a "recency of events" rating error. 

Some employees are well aware of this difficulty. If they know the date of 

the evaluation, they make it their business to be visible and noticed in 

many positive ways for several weeks in advance. Many evaluation 

systems suffer from this difficulty. It can be mitigated by using a technique 

such as critical incident or management by objectives (MBO) or by 

irregularly scheduled evaluations. 

2.7.3.6 Contrast Effects 

If a supervisor lets another employee's performance influence the ratings 

that are given to someone else, and then a contrast effect has occurred . 

For example, when the performance of an average employee is evaluated 

immediately after the performance of an outstanding employee, the 

supervisor might end up rating the average person as "below average" or 

"poo(. 

Contrast effects can also occur when a supervisor unknowingly compares 

employees' present performance with their past performance and this 

comparison affects ratings. Those who have been poor performers in the 

past could get rated "above average" if they improve their performance, 

even if the improvement actually only brings their performance up to 

"average". 

Contrast effects are another rating problem that is difficult to eliminate. 

Fortunately, this type of error seems to dissipate over time , as more 

information about employees' performance is gathered . 
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2.7.3.7 Personal Bias Error 

A personal Bias Rating Error is (as the term implies) an error related to a 

personal bias held by a supervisor. There are several kinds of personal 

bias errors . Some can be conscious, such as blatant discrimination 

against someone because of sex or race . Or some supervisors might try 

to "play favorites" and rate people they like higher than people they don't 

like. 

Other personal bias errors are more subtle , and the supervisor might be 

totally unaware of them. For example, an error sometimes occurs when a 

rater gives a higher rating because the ratee's has qualities or 

characteristics similar to the rater's. 

Personal bias errors have been detected in many studies of performance 

evaluation. Research indicates that personal liking can affect the 

attributions a manager makes about a subordinate's level of performance 

as well as the kind of feedback that he or she will give. However, "trait" 

ratings seem to be more strongly affected than "outcome" ratings by 

personal biases such as liking. Moreover, errors associated with ratees' 

sex and race does occur. The effect of these errors is generally small 

when supervisors have adequate performance-related information upon 

which to base ratings , but even small effects for characteristics such as 

sex, age, and race are cause for concern. Thus, organizations should 

attempt to eliminate even small effects for these characteristics . 

2.8 The Way to Come Up With these Problems 

Much has been written about the failure of the performance management 

process, and of methods for correcting or improving it. In a misguided, 

though well-intended attempts to control for rater error, many 

organizations implement rater training and second-level supervisor 

reviews of appraisals . While these solutions make sense on the surface, 

closer examination reveals disagreement on the effectiveness of rater 
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training in improving rater accuracy, and serious doubts about relying 

upon second-level appraisal reviews to mitigate rater error. 

2.8 .1 Rater Training 

Rater training is thought by some to "produce fairer results by requiring the 

rater to focus on behaviors, not traits, and to review the employee's 

performance during the entire appraisal period before drawing a 

conclusion . Also training may help to improve supervisors' communication 

skills in providing feedback" (Brown , 1985:39-42) 

However, Edwards, Boman, & Sproull report that an improvement in 

observation gained through training is usually just temporary. In addition , 

they add , reviews of rater training for performance appraisal processes 

have concluded that, far from improving appraisals, in some cases training 

actually reduces rating accuracy. Rater leniency has been shown to 

insolvable in the long term through training alone"(Edwards 1985:59-67). 

According to Edwards, rater training is ineffective because raters do not 

usually receive individualized feedback on their own rating tendencies or 

errors . "such training may decrease accuracy because raters become 

sensitive to typical rating errors and overcompensated by changing their 

own responses, thus creating a new group of errors" (Edwards , et aI. , 

198559-67). 

Edwards, et aI., suggest providing experiential learning for raters , where 

the raters can receive individualized feedback. They divide raters into one 

of three categories. 

1. Wolves (1 %) -make highly decisive judgments that tend to be 

inaccu rate . Wolves can destroy confidence in a performance appra isal 

system . Simple feedback regarding their inconsistencies leads to 

behavior change . 
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2. Sloth's (6%)-rate most comparisons equal, resist making decisions, 

and also tend to be inaccurate. 

3. Eagles (93%) -are decisive and accurate. 

2.8.2 Second-Level Supervisors Reviews 

Although second-level supervisor reviews may uncover gross errors or 

even systematic bias , reliance upon this method to improve performance 

appraisal accuracy poses three problems. "No evidence indicates that a 

second-level supervisor generally adds any constructive a information to 

the first-level supervisor's rating, except where the supervisor has been 

blatantly biased . Since most review discrimination is covert, this feature is 

of little value . Second, the second-level supervisor may be the least 

accurate of all possible raters because they have little opportunity to 

observe the performance of the individual being evaluated. Third , the 

immediate supervisor tends to prepare the review with two audiences in 

mind , and may try to please both , weakening the appraisal. While second

level reviews seem logical , they make no significant contribution to the 

improvement of performance appraisals . And may actually undermine the 

appraisal system" (Edwards & Sproull , 1985b:17-26)) . 

2.8.3 Components of Successful Performance Management Systems 

Successful performance management systems emphasize the following : 

~ Objective criteria or competencies, Ongoing, systematic 

communication (particularly of performance expectations and 

competencies) - "what is important is that the system actually facilitates 

open, job related discussions between the supervisor and the employee" 

(Boudreaux, 1994:20-24). 

~ Timely, constructive feedback - "organizations should provide 

written , personal-performance profiles which include evaluations from 

several raters . It should illustrate where and employee's performance is 
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compared with others In relevant job groups" (Edwards & Sproull , 

1985b: 17-26). 

~ Multiple raters , 

~ A self-appraisal component, 

~ Personal goal setting. 

~ Appeal process - "some companies have a formal appeal procedure 

that gives decision makers the power to change the appraisal rating if 

justified. Appeal boards should have minority and female representation, 

and should consist of individuals who have credibility with both the 

workforce and management" (Brown, 1985:39-42) . 

~ Written policies 

~ Employee participation in the planning process 

~ Separate pay increase and employee development processes -

"performance feedback should be separated from salary discussions. 

Otherwise, appraisal judgments that may conflict with salary actions will 

focus the employee's attention on salary rather than performance or its 

improvement" (Edwards, et ai. , 1985:59-67) . 

~ Rewards and incentives 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN AND 
METHODOLOGY 
The following research design and methodology were used for the 

successful completion of the study. 

3.1 Method of the study 

The issue under study requires a broad description of performance 

management problems in the aforementioned TVET institutions. Therefore, 

a descriptive survey method was employed on the ground that it helps to 

disclose the current practices, attitudes, and feelings of employees towards 

the existing performance management system in these TVET institutions. 

3.2 Sources of Data 

Primary data were obtained from the institutions deans (principals), vice 

deans (academic dean) , department heads, and teachers through 

questionnaires. Additional (secondary) data were also collected from 

written guidelines, proclamations and other relevant documents pertaining 

to the issue under study were referred . A literature in chapter three, which 

serves as theoretical and practical base for conceptualization of this study 

was also used. 

3.3 Sample Size and Sampling Technique 

Out of 10 government colleges and institutions involved in Technical

vocational Education and Training in Addis Ababa, the study selected three 

institutions using systematic random sampling method so as to include all 

institutions attached to 10+2 program . 

To select 6 top level managers, i.e . Deans (principals) and Vice Deans 

(assistant principals (academic heads) working at different positions in the 

institutions, purposive sampling technique is employed because they were 

directly concerned with the issue under discussion , and hence deliberately 

intended to involve them. Moreover, systematic random sampling 

technique is used to include 30% of teachers from each department and a 
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purposive sampling to select all department heads in order to provide equal 

opportun ity to each department having different staff size. 

Samplina of the study aroups 

No study Total Population sample population 
groups 

Nilas Higher Higher Nilas Higher Higher 
silk Twenty Four si lk Twenty Four 

1 Deans/and 3 3 3 3 3 3 
principals 

2 Dept. 9 8 8 9 8 8 
heads 

2 Teachers 120 110 105 36 33 31 

Total 132 121 116 40 36 35 

3.4 Data Gathering Instrument 

The reliable data for the purpose of this study were collected by using 

Likert scale written all in Amharic. Interview and document ana lysis were 

conducted in order to co llect other facts that might not be revealed with 

the questionnaire. The questionnaires were distributed for colleagues in 

order to test the time it takes to fi ll and for language clarity and ambiguity 

of the statements and for further improvement. 

3.5 Methods of Data Analysis 

The data collected using questionnaires, were organized, analyzed, 

tabulated and interpreted using simple percentages. In order to increase 

the reliability of the analysis, mean values and standard deviations 

statistical tools were also used . Documents were reviewed and relevant 

secondary data were gathered from available records . Finally, findings 

and recommendations for the existing practices were forwarded . 

3.6 Procedure of Data Collection 

To investigate the practice of performance management system In the 

government TVET institutions the following procedures were used. 

• First the researcher assesses proclamation documents, manuals and 

appraisal formats to obtain information. 

• Second , data gathering tools were developed . 
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• Third, the researcher collected, classified and analyzed all the data. 

• Finally, summary, conclusions and recommendations was made 

based on the findings. 

Furthermore, to maintain the quality of the responses, convenient time 

was arranged for the respondents and intact follow-up was made in 

order to get the distributed questionnaires. 

3.7 Definition of Key Terms 

In order to secure common understanding with readers on issues raised 

about the problem under study, the following terms are defined here 

under. 

1. Performance appraisal :- is a systematic evaluation of the individual 

with respect to his or her performance on the job and his or her 

potential for development.(Fledman and Arnold, 1983:391) 

2. Performance evaluation : is the activity used to determine the 

extent to which an employee performs work effectively. Other terms 

for performance evaluation includes performance review, personnel 

rating, merit rating, performance appraisal, employee appraisal, and 

employee evaluation.(John M.lvancevich:256) 

3. Evaluation:- is the process of ascertaining or judging value or 

amount of something by use of a standard of appraisal , includes 

judgments in terms of internal evidence and external activities. 

(Good C. 1973:220) 

4. Merit Rating :- A subjective qualitative judgment made a rater 

without the participation of the related for the purpose of determining 

salary, promotion and reward . (Stinnet: 1968: 174) 

5. Supervisor:- A person who watch and direct (work, workers or 

organization) .( Koontz 1974:314) 
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CHAPTER FOUR: Results, Analysis and Interpretation of 
Data 

This part of the thesis deals with the presentation, analysis and 

interpretation of the data collected from the respondents through 

questionnaire. A total of one hundred twenty seven have been prepared and 

distributed to 99 TrainersfTeachers , 22 Department heads, and 6 Deans 

and Assistant Deans of the selected Government TVET institutions, namely 

Nifas Silk, Higher Four and Higher Twenty. 

Out of the total number questionnaires distributed, all (100%) were properly 

filled in and returned. However, sixteen questionnaires were discarded 

because they were incomplete and incorrectly filled in . All the data gathered 

from the questionnaires were organized in tabular form and are interpreted 

using percentages. The information collected through interview are also 

qualitatively described in order to give appropriate answer for the basic 

questions set in the study. 

The chapter is divided into two parts. The first part discusses about the 

characteristics of the respondents. Part two is concerned with the analysis 

and interpretation of the results of the study. Here, interview items and 

information gathered from various documents were additionally used to 

substantiate the interpretation, analysis and the discussion. 

4.1 Characteristics of the Study Population 

The characteristics of the study population were examined in terms of sex, 

years of service, status and educational background based on the response 

to the request for personal data in part one of the questionnaires. The 

analysis and interpretation of the data are presented in the following table 1. 
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N 
o. 

1 

2 

3 

Table 1 
Characteristics of Respondents by Service Year, Sex, 

Educational Background and Status 

Respondents 
Items 

No. % 

0-5 years 21 19.45 

6-10 years 27 25 

Service 11-15 years 22 20.37 

year 15 and above years 38 35.18 

Total 108 100 

Male 98 90.74 

Sex Female 10 9,26 

Total 108 100 

Diploma/advanced diploma 4 3.71 
Educational BA 103 95.37 
background MA 1 0.93 

PhD 0 0 
Total 108 100 

As per the data collected from the respondents, 95 .37% about all and 

3.71 % of teacher respondents have Bachelors' Degree and 

Diploma/Advanced Diploma educational qualification respectively. Whereas 

100% of Department Head respondents have bachelors' degree and 80% 

overwhelming majority of deans and assistant deans' posses' Bachelors 

while 20 % of Deans and Assistant Deans has educational background of 

Masters Degree. 

According to the personal details shown in table 1 above the teacher's 

respondents consists 90.74% about all males and 9.26% females . This 

shows the rarity of female teachers , in TVET institutions compared to male 

teachers. The same table also shows the qualification of teachers . 

Regarding the experience of the teaching staff the above table shows 34 

(37.78%) were serving for 16 years and above, 15.56% were serving 11 to 

15 years and 46.68% of teachers have 0 to 10 years of service respectively. 

This indicates that the majority of teachers have several years of experience 

in the profession. 
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4.2 Analysis and Interpretation of the Results of the Study 

Respondents were asked to indicate their attitude towards the current 

practices of the performance management system whether it includes 

critical aspects (requirements) , appropriate criteria or indicators for 

measuring performance and the procedures that it follows; the frequencies 

of the responses received from respondents are presented in table two, 

three and four. In the subsequent tables respondents ' attitudes with regard 

to the current performance measurement criteria are analyzed. 

Table 2 
Critical Aspects of Performance managemenU Critical Requirements 

N 
Items SA A N 0 SOA R Total M SO 

P/m focuses on 
the enhancement a 9 41 3 1 24 

3 
108 

2.27 0.4 1 
of teacher 8.33% 37.96% 15.2% 22.23% 100% 

I performance 
P/m stresses the 

16 33 49 9 108 instructional 0 I 2.5 0.40 
14.82% 30.55% 45.37% 8.34% 100% process 

P/m links 
8 0 8 50 42 108 

evaluation to 0 1.9 0.53 
research findinas 

7.4 1% 7.4 1% 46.3% 38.88% 100% 

P/m provide a 
clear, appropriate 
set of evaluation 

42 25 33 108 
0 2.23 0.40 criteria with 0 

8 7.4 1% 38.88% 23. 14% 30.56% 100% 
accompanying 
behavioral 
indicators 
P/m provide the 
basis for making 
informed 

14 52 25 17 108 
0 0 2.58 .4 1 judgment about 

12.96% 48. 14% 23. 15% 15.73% 100% 
differing 
performance 
levels of teachers 
Group mean 2.30 

Note: SA= stro ngly agree, A=agree, N=ncutral , D- dlS.grcc, SDA- strongly 
disagree, NR=no respon se, M=mean and SD=sta ndard deviation 

As depicted in Table 2, respondents when asked if the performance 

appraisal system "focuses on the enhancement of teacher performance," 

8.33% of the respondents on the higher point of scale (4) state that the 

system includes such criteria that focuses on the enhancement of teaches 
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performance. Whereas, 22.23% & 15.2%=37.43% of the majority of the 

participants that are found on lower end of the measurement (2&1) have a 

negative response with this regard. On the other hand 37.96% of the 

respondents were indifferent whether the performance appraisal system 

uses such indicators to measure performance of trainers or not. The mean 

2.27, and the standard deviation 0.41 also reaffirms that the majority of the 

respondents disagree with criterion . 

When asked whether the performance appraisal system "stresses the 

instructional process," respondents of 45.37% & 8.34% had negatively 

states that the performance appraisal system does not include standards 

that measure such performance. While14 .82% at the highest end of the 

relative dimension (scale) (4) responds positively that the current 

performance management system includes such performance criteria that 

stress the instructional process. Here the mean 2.5 and the standard 

deviation 0.40 also confirm that majority of the respondents' disagree with 

the statement. However, (33)30.55% that are in the neutral scale (3) , states 

their attitude indifferently whether the appraisal system moderately stresses 

the instructional process or not. The mean and the standard deviations also 

confirms that majority of the respondents show their disagreement with the 

particular evaluation criterion. Regarding "linkage of evaluation to research 

findings ", 7.41 % of the respondents found at the higher end of the scale 

(4&5) states that the performance evaluation system includes standards that 

can measure the linkage of evaluation with research findings . However, the 

overwhelming majority of respondents , that is, 46.30% & 38.88%=85.18% 

found at the lower end of the scale (2 &1) had stated that the current 

performance management system does not have criteria that tries to 

measure the linkage between evaluation and research findings marking 

themselves as disagree and strongly disagree respectively. The mean 1.9 

and the standard deviation 0.59 also reaffirm the majority of the 

respondents' disagreement. 
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When asked if performance appraisal system provide a clear, appropriate 

set of evaluation criteria with accompanying behavioral indicators , 7.41 % of 

the respondents state that they have observed application of such 

indicators. However, over half of the participants , that is, 23.14% 

&30.56%=53.70% which are found on the lower end of the scale (2&1) had 

responded negatively and a significant majority 38.88% of the respondents 

were indifferent whether the system provides a clear, appropriate set of 

evaluation criteria with accompanying behavioral indicators or not. The 

mean score that is 2.23 and the standard deviation 0.41 further strengthen 

the disagreement of the respondents with respect to the particular criterion . 

Concerning if the performance appraisal system "provide basis for making 

informed decision to perform other human resource activities", 23.15% & 

15.73%=48.88% less than half of the respondents on the lower end of the 

dimension had stated the appraisal system does not have proper criteria 

that can measure the application with regard to utilization of evaluation 

results for other human resource activities. Where as ,)12.96% of the 

respondent found at the other end (4) , state that the appraisal criteria 

measures teachers' performance. On the other hand , 48.14% less than half 

of the respondents that are found in the neutral scale are indifferent about 

the appraisal system that whether it provide basis for decision to perform 

other human resource activities or not. The mean score that is 2.58 and the 

standard deviations 0.41 confirm that the majority of the respondents 

disagree with the stated evaluation criterion. 

In accordance with the group mean 2.30 and the above analysis and 

interpretation of the data, even though the appraisal system partially seems 

to include such performance measurement standards , the current practice is 

some how far from the intended objective. Because, the performance 

indicators tries to evaluate research and study performance, but resources 

are not available for such purpose. Therefore, the evaluation criterion is in 

question with regard to its objectivity. 
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Table 3 
Attitudes of respondents on performance criteria and indicators 

Items SA A N D SD NR Total M SD 
The PIA indicators 
establishes and 
implements learning 
objectives 
consistent with 0 16 50 25 108 
student needs, 14.8 1% 46.29% (23. 15%) 

0 17 
( 100%) 

2.44 0.40 

division 
expectations, and 
growth and 
development 
The performance 
indicators plans for 
and uses those 8 4 40 16 3J 108 2.23 
instructional (7.4 1%) (3 .7%) 37.03% ( 14.82%) 30.56% 

7 
(100%) 

0.41 

methods to achieve 
learning objectives 
The performance 
indicators appraises 

8 14 29 31 26 108 
and demonstrates 7.4 1% 12.96% 26.85% 28.70% 24.08% 

0 
(100%) 

2.51 0.41 

his/her own 
effectiveness 
The performance 
indicators allows 
the teacher to 

10 15 26 27 30 0 
108 2.51 0.40 

(9 .25%) 13.88% 24.08% (25%) 27.77% (100%) 
participate in school 
management 
Group mean 2.42 

Note: SA- strongly agree, A- agree, N- neutra l, D- dlsagree, SDA- strongly 
disagree, NR=no response, M=mc31l and SD=standard deviation 

As it could be seen in Table 3 above, respondents when asked if the 

performance appraisal system "establishes and implement learning 

objectives consistent with student needs and department expectations", 

14.81 % less than half of the respondents found at the higher dimension (4) 

positively states that the performance management system includes criteria 

that can appropriately measures trainer's performance. Whereas 23.15% of 

the respondents at the lower end (2), were negative. Where as, 46.29% 

less than half of the respondents are indifferent whether the appraisal 

system includes such criteria in the performance measurement system or 

not. The mean score that is 2.44 and the standard deviation 0.40 reaffirms 
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that majority of the respondents have a negative attitude towards the 

particular criterion . 

When asked whether the performance management system includes 

criterion that states about "plans for and uses instructional methods," and at 

the lower end of the dimension (2&1) 14.82% and 30.56 %=45.38% less 

than half of the responds state no plan and use of instrument methods to 

evaluate students in achieving learning objectives. While (8)7.41 % + 

(4)3.7%) = (12)10.48% of the respondents at the higher end of the scale 

(4&5) had positively stated that the performance management system 

includes criteria that can measure the "plan for and use of instructional 

methods and participation of teacher in the total school management 

program". However, 37.03% less than half of the respondents had 

indifferently expressed whether the appraisal system includes criteria to 

measure performance of "plan and use of instructional methods & motivate 

students in achieving learning objectives" or not. Here also the mean (223) 

and the standard deviations (0.41) confirm that the respondents ' attitude is 

inclined to the disagreement scale. 

Participants when asked if the system appraises & demonstrates application 

of skills to increase effectiveness, over half of the respondents , that is , 

28.70% &24.08 %=52.78% of the lower end of the spectrum respondents 

(2&1) state that they disagree and strongly disagree. While 7.41 % + 12.96 

%=20.37% found at the higher end scale positively stated that the system 

includes such criteria and appraises effectiveness & demonstrate 

application of skill to increase effectiveness. Here the mean score that is 

2.51 and the standard deviation 0.41 confirm the disagreement of the 

respondents with the criterion . 

Respondents when asked if the system allows the teacher to participate in 

school management , 25% & 27.77% = 52.77% over half of the respondents 

found at the lower end of the relative measurement (2&1 )states that there 
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are no appraisal criterion included in the performance appraisal system that 

can measure the performance of "participation of teaches in school 

management". Where as , 9.25 %+ 13.88%=23.13% of respondents found at 

the higher end of the scale (5&4) state that there is some degree of 

participation of teachers in school management. On the other hand , 24.08% 

of the respondents are indifferent about the appraisal criteria as whether the 

performance management system includes such indicators or not. As 

confirmed by the mean score that is 2.51 and standard deviation 0.40, the 

respondents are negative about the criterion . 

From the above data interpretation , analysis, and confirmation obtained 

from the group mean (2.42) and standard deviations, significant majority of 

the respondents attitude is inclined to negative about the current 

performance appraisal system for it is in short of including appropriate 

performance criteria /indicators , stated in the Table 3 above. Therefore , the 

current performance management system lacks to include performance 

criteria that measure performance as objectively as possible as intended in 

the appraisal directives and principles. 
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Table 4 
Respondents' attitude towards Appraisal Procedures 

Items SA A N D SD NR Tota l M 
An orientation to the 
PIA system conducted 0 9 16 9 74 

0 
108 

1.62 (8.34%) ( 14.82%) 8.34% (68 .50%) ( 100%) 
by the evaluator 
Special attention is given 8 16 25 59 108 
to new staff members (7.4 1%) 

0 ( 14.82%) 23.15% (54 .62%) 
0 

(100%) 
1.82 

A formal observation is 
scheduled in advance 8 
and is followed by a post 8 (7.4 1%) 8 16 68 

0 
108 

1.8 1 

conference feedback 
(7.4 1%) (7.41%) 14 .82% (62 .95%) (100%) 

session 
The performance criteria 
objectively measures 8 

0 
16 33 5 I 

0 
108 

1.9 
achievements and other (7.4 1%) ( 14/82%) 30.55% (47.22%) (100%) 

work related behaviors 
The performance 
indicators establishes 16 16 16 16 44 

0 
108 

2.48 
relationships with 14 .82% 14 .82% (14.82%) 14 .82% (4072%) ( 100%) 

colleagues , and students 
Group mean 1.93 

Note: SA= strongly agree, A=agrec, N=neutra l, D=dlSagrce, SDA=strongly 
disagree, NR=no response, M=mean and SD=sta nda rd dev iation 

As shown in Table 4 above, the participants when asked about the 

appraisal system procedures , whether the current appra isal system 

procedures includes "an orientation by the evaluator for all teachers 

engaged in the appraisa l process for the yea r", 8.34% of the respondents 

found , at the top end of the scale (4), reported that there is a practice of 

evaluators conducti ng an orientation at the beginning of the academic year 

while 68.50% and 8.34%=76.87% great majority of the respondents at the 

bottom end of the scale(1 &2), states that no orientation had been made. 

Where as, 14.82% of the participants were indifferent whether the 

performance appraisa l procedure includes such criterion or not. The mean 

score that is 1.62 and the standard deviation 0.45 confi rm the respondents' 

negative attitude towards the particular criterion. 
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When participants are asked if they had ever observed that the performance 

appraisal system , "gives special attention to new staff members who do not 

have previous experience with the institutions"', 7.41 % +7.4 '%=14.82% 

claimed that they had indeed observed such practice. Where as , 

23.15%+54.62%=77.77% great majority of the respondents found at the 

lower end of the scale (1&2) negatively express their view. On the other 

hand, (16)14.82% of the respondents were indifferent. Here the mean score 

that is 1.82 and the standard deviation 0.44 reaffirms the respondents are 

negative about the criterion . 

When asked "formal observation is scheduled in advance with the teacher, 

involves prior discussion and planning between the evaluator and teacher 

followed by a post conference feedback session ," the responses revealed 

that, the great majority of the respondents that is 62.95 & 14.82% =77.77% 

stated that no discussion and planning followed by a post conference 

feedback session . Where as , 7.41 %+7.41 %=14.82% of the respondents 

positively express their view that the appraisal system includes such 

criterion . On the other hand 7.41 % of the respondents remain indifferent. 

The mean score that is 1.81 and the standard deviation 0.44 confirm that 

the majority of respondents have a negative attitude with the particular 

criterion . 

Participants when asked if the "performance criteria used in the 

performance appraisal system objectively measures achievements and 

other work related behaviors". 7.41 % of the respondents state that their 

achievements and other work related behaviors are measured . Where as, 

(51 )47.22% + 30.55%=77.77% great majority of the respondents at the 

lower end of the spectrum; stated that the appraisal system do not 

objectively measures achievements and other work related behavior. On the 

other hand 14.82% of the respondents found at the neutral scale remain 

indifferent whether the appraisa l system measures performance of tra iners 

or not.. The mean score that is 1.9 and the standard deviation 0.42 confirm 

that significant majority of the respondents disagree with the criterion . 
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The last strategic issue insists that the performance indicators used in the 

"performance appraisal system established relationships with colleagues, 

and students which reflect recognition of and respect for every individual ," 

40.72% and 14.82% =55.54% over half of the respondents stated that they 

had strongly disagree and disagree on the practical application of the issue. 

Here the mean score that is 2.48 strongly affirm that the majority of the 

respondents did not have a positive perception about the performance 

management procedures of the current performance appraisal system. 

From the analysis, interpretation and confirmation obtained from the group 

mean 1.93, significant majority of the respondents states their attitude 

negatively. 
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Table 5 
Performance Appraisal education and training Performance Evaluation 

Criteria (filled by colleague) 

Items SA A N 0 so NR Total M SO 
Prepare course 25 42 17 8 16 108 outline for the 23. 15% 0 3.48 0.47 
tra ininq offered 

(38/89%) 15.74% (7.4 1%) ( 14.81%) (100%) 

. the teacher learn, 
support and 

J3 42 9 24 108 implement what he 30.56% (38 .89%) 8.34% 22.21% 0 0 
(100%) 

3.77 0.50 
gets through 
discussion 
Evaluate and 26 
validates the 10 

(24.07%) 36 21 I ; 
0 108 2.95 0.4 1 

examination jointly 
9.25% 33.33% 19 .44% ( 13 .88%) (JOO%) 

Group mean 3.40 

Note: SA- strongly agree, A- agree, N- ncutrai, D- dlsagree, SDA-slron giy disagree, 
NR=no response, M=mean and SD=standard deviation 

As depicted in Table 5 above, respondents when asked whether the 

performance criteria that states "preparation of course outline for the training" 

measure trainers performance, 23.15% and 38.89%=62.04% majority of the 

respondents found on the higher rank of the wave length (sca le), (5&4),express 

their views that the appraisal criteria plausibly measures performance of 

trainers . Where as respondents at the lower points of the scale (1 &2) , that is , 

7.41% and 14.81 %= 22.22% had negatively responded on the appropriateness 

of the measurement criteria . However, 8.34% of the respondents were 

indifferent about the appraisal criteria . Here the mean score that is 3.48 and the 

standard deviations 0.48 reaffirms that the respondents' attitude towards the 

particular criterion is positive. 

Participants when asked if the performance measurement criteria that states the 

teacher "learns , support and implement what he gets from discussion", 22.21 % 

of the respondents found on the neutral relative measurement (3), had 

responded indifferently. However, majority of the respondents found at the 

higher end of the scale , 38.89% & 30.56%=69.45% positively marked that the 

criteria measures the performance of teachers. On the other hand, 15.74% of 

the respondents express their attitude indifferently whether the criteria 
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measures performance of the trainer or not. Here the mean score that is 3.48 

and the standard deviation 0.47 reaffirm that the significant majority of the 

respondents agree that the criterion can measure performance. 

Regarding the performance criteria whether the "teacher validates and 

evaluates examination ;" 24.07% & 9.25 %= 33.32% less than half of the 

respondents at the higher end of the scale (5&4) had been positively expressed 

that the criteria measures performance. However, respondents at the lower end 

(1&2) or 13.88%% &19.44 %= 23.75% strongly disagree and disagree that the 

criteria does not measure performance. On the other hand , 33.33% less than 

half of the respondents found at the neutral points of scale (3), were indifferent 

about the criteria whether it measures performance or not. 

From the data analyzed, interpreted and confi rmation obtained from the group 

mean 3.40, significant majority of the respondents, state their attitude positively 

that "education and training" performance criteria , can measures trainers 

performance even though fewer majority states negatively .. 

Table 6 

Research and Study or Innovation) Performance Evaluation Criteria (filled 
by colleague) 

Items SA A N 0 so NR Total 

Prepare or write text 
33 13 32 20 108 book/workshop for the 10 

0 
course he offered 9.25% 30.56% 12.06% 29.63% 18.50% (100%) 

Conducts research 9 31 19 33 16 108 
and study 8.34% 28.70% 17.60% 30.56% 14 .80% 

0 
(100%) 

Presents output of 
research and study 5 5 29 II 58 

0 
108 

findings upon 4.63% 4.63% 26.88% 10.19% 53 .71% ( 100%) 

arranaement 
Group mean 2.54 

Note: SA= strongly agree, A=agrce, N=ncutral, D=disagrcc, SDA=strongly disagree, 
NR=no response, M=mc3n and SD=stalldard deviation 

M ST 
0 

2.82 0.41 

2.85 0.4 1 

1.96 0.42 

As Table 6 depicts , respondents when asked if the performance appraisal 

criteria "preparation or writing text book/workshop for the course offered ," 
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measures performance, 30.56% &9.25 %=39.81 % less than half of the 

respondents found at the higher end of the scale (4&5) , had strongly agreed 

that the criteria measure teachers ' performance. Where as, 18.50% and 

29.63%=48.13% of the respondents found at the other end (1 &2), disagree that 

the criteria do not actually measure performance. On the other hand, 12.06% of 

the respondents are indifferent whether the criteria measures performance or 

not. The mean score that is 2.82 and the standard deviation 0.41 reaffirm that 

significant majority of the respondents express their view negatively. 

Regarding the performance measurement of "conducting research and study," 

30.56% and 14.80% =45.36% less than half of respondents at the lower end 

(1 &2), had stated their attitude negatively that the criteria does not measure 

performance. While 28.70% and 8.34% =37.04% less than half of the 

respondents found at the higher end (4 &5) respond that the measurement 

criteria measures performance. However, 17.6% of the respondents had stated 

their attitude indifferently whether the measurement criteria measures 

performance or not. Concerning the appraisal criteria "presentation of the of 

research findings, " significant majority , about 53 .71 % & 10.19%=63.90% 

majority of the respondents that are found at the lower end (1 &2) has stated that 

the measurement criteria do not measure performance. While 4.63% & 4.63% 

=9.26% of respondents of the other end (4&5) , had stated that the criteria 

measures performance. On the other hand , 26.8% of the respondents are 

indifferent whether the criteria measures performance or not. Here the mean 

score that is 1.96 and the standard deviation 0.43 strongly affirm that significant 

majority of respondents states their attitude negatively. 

According to the data analyzed, interpreted and confirmation obtained by the 

group mean 2.54, significant majority of the respondents states that the 

performance measurement criteria "research and study and innovation ," does 

not appropriately measures performance of teachers . Therefore needs some 

cons ideration with this regard . 
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Table 7 
RUT esource tl Izabon Performance Evaluation Criteria filled by collea~ ues) 

Items SA A N D SDA NR Total M SD 
Implement 

26 appropriate teaching 
24.08% 

26 26 26 4 
0 

108 
3.4 1 0.46 material to support (24.08%) 24.08% 24.08% 3.68% (1 00%) 

train inq 
Willing to share 

42 33 17 16 108 resources among 
38.89% (3 0.56%) 15.74% 14.81% 

0 0 
(100%) 

2.85 0.53 

colleagues 
Care for resources 
under his 32 49 

0 
2 1 6 

0 
108 

3.74 0.50 

custodianship 
29.63 % (45.37%) 19.45% 5.54% ( 100%) 

Posses the capacity 
to use raw material 20 29 22 37 

0 0 
108 

3.296 0.45 maintaining the ir 18.52% (26 .86%) 20.37% 34.25% (100%) 

input output relation 
Group mean 3.32 

Note: SA- strongly agree, A- agree, N- nellt ra l, D- dlSagree, SDA- strongly dISagree, NR- no 
response, M=mean and SD=sta ndard dev iation 

Table 7 above shows, when respondents asked whether "implementation of 

appropriate teaching material" performance criteria measure trainers 

performance, 48.16% less than ha lf of the respondents at the higher end of the 

spectrum (4&5) had stated that the criteria is an appropriate measurement 

cri teria for performance. Where as 27.76% of the respondents found at the other 

extreme (1 &2) strongly disagree, that the cri teria does not measures teachers' 

performance while 24.08% of the respondents still remain indifferent whether the 

criteria measures performance or not. Here the mean score that is 3.41 and the 

standard deviation 0.46 strongly affirm that significant majority of respondents 

states their attitude positively. 

Respondents when asked if performance measurement criteria "willingness to 

share resources measures performance ," 38.89% & 30.56%= 69.45% majority of 

respondents found at the higher end (5&4) strongly agree that it is appropriate to 

measure performance. Still 15.74% of the respondents remain in different 

whether that the criteria measures performance or not. Participants when asked 

whether the performance measurement criteria that state , about the caring for 

resources, great majority of the respondents found at the higher end of the scale 
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(5&4) , 29.63% & 45.37%=75% positively agree that the criteria measures 

performance. Where as 19.45% & 5.54% = 24.99% less than half of the 

respondents at the other end (2& 1) negatively respond that the criteria do not 

measure performance. Here the mean score that is 3.74 and the standard 

deviation 0.50 strongly affirm that significant majority of respondents states their 

attitude positively 

When respondents asked about the" possession capacity and utilization of raw 

materials while maintaining input-output relation ," performance criteria, 20.37% & 

34.25% = 54.62% over half of the respondents at the lower end (2& 1) state that 

the measurement criteria do not measure teachers' performance. While 18.52% 

& 26.86% =45.38% less than half of respondents at the higher extreme of the 

scale (5&4) strongly agree that the criteria measures performance. However, 

20.37% of responds found at the neutral of the scale (3) , states their attitude 

indifferently, whether the criteria measure performance or not. Here the mean 

score that is 3.29 and the standard deviation 0.45 strongly affirm that significant 

majority of respondents states their attitude positively. 

From the data interpreted, analyzed and confirmation obtained from the group 

mean 3.64, significant majority of the respondents states their attitude positively 

that the "resource utilization" performance measurement criteria is found to be an 

appropriate measurement criteria to evaluate performance of teachers . 
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Table 8 
Ethical Conducts Performance Evaluation Criteria (filled by 
co II ) eagues 

Items SA A N 0 SOA NR Total M SO 
Works in cooperation 49 

43 7 9 with superiors and 45.37% 0 0 
108 

4.22 0.59 

colleagues 
(39.82%) 6.490/0 8.34% (100%) 

Participate in 58 48 2 108 
meetings and punctua l 53 .7 1% (44.45%) 1.84% 0 0 0 ( 100%) 4.5 18 0.63 

Respect the 
profession perform 57 

24 
16 II 108 

with professional 52.78% (22 .23%) 
14 .82% 10. 17% 

0 0 
(100%) 

4.175 056 

standard 
Appeal for complaints 

54 41 II 2 108 using the appropriate 50% (37 .97%) 10.19% 1.84% 
0 0 ( IOO%) 4.36 0.60 

plat form, 
Incorporates and 

40 39 13 16 108 implement proper 37.04% (36. 12%) 12.02% 14/82% 
0 0 

(100%) 
3.95 0.55 

results of criticisms 
Group mean 4.24 

Note: SA- strongly agree, A-agree, N-neutra l, D- dlsagree, SDA-strongly dIsagree, NR-no 
res ponse, M= mean and SD=sta ndard deviation 

As shown on Table 8 above, respondents when asked if the performance 

appraisal criteria that states "works in cooperation with superior & colleagues," 

45.37% & 39.82% = 85.19% overwhelming majority of the respondents of the 

higher scale (5&4), strong ly agree and agree that the criteria measures 

teachers ' performance. While 8.34% of respondents found on the other side of 

the sca le (4) respond that the criteria do not measure teacher's performance. 

On ly 6.49% of the respondents are indifferent whether it measures performance 

or not. Here the mean score that is 4.22 and the standard deviation 0.59 

strong ly affirm that significant majority of respondents states their attitude 

positively. 

Regarding "participation in meetings and punctuality" performance appraisal 

criteria, 53 .71 % & 44.45%= 98.16% about all of the higher end of the spectrum 

(5&4) respondents strong ly agree that the criteria measures teachers" 

performance. Where as, none of the respondents of the other end state that the 

performance appraisal criteria measures teacher's performance. Regarding the 

performance appraisal criteria whether the teacher "respects the profession and 
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performs in accordance with professional standard ," 52 .78% & 22.23% = 

75.01 % great majority of the respondents of the higher apex (5&4) had strongly 

agreed & agreed that the appraisal criteria measures teachers' performance. 

Where as, 10.17% respondents found on other end disagrees and 14.82% of 

the respondents remain indifferent that the appraisal criteria measure 

performance or not. Here the mean score that is 4.51 and the standard 

deviation 0.63 strongly affirm that significant majority of respondents states their 

attitude positively. 

Regarding the appraisal criteria , "appeal for complaints using appropriate plat 

form", 50% & 37.97%= 87.97% overwhelming majority of the respondent found 

at the higher end of the dimension (5 & 4), strongly agree that the appraisal 

criteria measures performance. While 16% of the respondents disagree that the 

criteria is not a plausible measurement of performance. On the other hand, 

10.19% of the respondents still remain indifferent with regard to the particular 

criterion . Here the mean score that is 4.36 and the standard deviation 0.60 

strongly affirm that significant majority of respondents states their attitude 

positively 

When asked if the appraisal criteria , "incorporate and implement results of 

criticism", 37.04% and 36.12% = 73.16% great majority of respondents strongly 

agree that the criteria is plausible. Where as, a small proportion of the 

respondents, that is, 14.82% disagree and 12.02% the respondents are 

indifferent about the criterion . Here the mean score that is 3.95 and the 

standard deviation 0.55 strongly affirm that significant majority of respondents 

states their attitude positively 

As the data analyzed, interpreted and confirmation obtained from the group 

mean 4.24, significant majority of the respondents express their views positively 

that the "ethical conduct" appraisal criteria can serve as trainer's measurement 

criteria . 
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Table 9 

Initiative Performance Evaluation Criteria (rated by Colleagues) 

Items SA A N D SDA NR Total M SD 

Initiate solutions 49 
when problems arise 45.37 4 1 18 

0 0 0 
108 

4.29 0.59 
during education % 37.98% 16.67% ( 100%) 

and tra ining 
Ready to share 

his/her experience 45 39 
0 

24 
0 

108 
0.53 41.67% 36.12% 22.23% 

0 
( 100%) 

3.97 

and knowledge 

Properly 
accomplish 44 37 13 14 

0 0 
108 

4.03 0.54 
assigned group 40,74% 34 .26% 12.04% 12.96% ( 100%) 

tasks/meetinq 
Group mean 4.10 

Note: SA- strongly agree, A=agrcc, N=ncutral , D=dlsagrce, SDA=strongly disagree, 
NH.=no response, M=mcan and SD=standard deviation 

As depicted on Table 9, when respondents asked if the performance appraisal 

criteria that states about "initiations of solutions to problems," measure 

performance, 45.37% and 37.97 %=83.34% overwhelming majority of the 

respondents that are found at the higher level of the scale (4&5), revealed that 

the criteria sufficiently measures performance. Where as, respondents at the 

lower level of the scale (1 &2), indicating that no one is against the performance 

measurement criteria . On the other hand 16.67% of the respondents were 

indifferent about the appraisal criteria . Here the mean that is 4.29 and the 

standard deviation 0.59 strongly affirm that significant majority of respondents 

states their attitude positively. 

Regarding "readiness to share experience and knowledge" appraisal criteria , 

41 .67% and 36. 12% of the respondents have shown their compliance to the 

measurement. However, 22.23% of respondents stated their views negatively 

that the appraisal criterion does not measure trainers ' performance. Where as, 

no respondent found in the neutral scale (3) , meaning that no one was 

indifferent. 
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Concerning the appraisal criterion that states about "proper accomplishment of 

assigned group tasks/meeting ," 40.74% and 34.26%= 75% great majority of the 

respondents, found at the higher extreme of the dimension (4&5) , state that the 

criterion measure performance. However, 12.96% of the respondents do not 

agree on this appraisal criteria . On the other hand, 12.04% of the respondents 

neither agree nor disagree about the criterion . Here the mean score that is 3.97 

and the standard deviation 0.53 strong ly affirm that significant majority of 

respondents states their attitude positively. 

By and large, among the respondents, those who have agreed to the criteria 

prevail over the others. The group mean 4.10 and the standard deviations give 

us an insight to conclude the performance appraisal criteria are a plausible 

(objective) measure. 

Table 10 
Education and Training & Research & Study Performance Evaluation 
Criteria (rated by Deans/Dept. heads 

Items SA A N 0 SOA NR Total M SO 
Prepare course outline as 

20 per curriculum guideline 
18.5% 

12 21 34 19 0 108 2.76 0.4 1 
and deliver the training I LJ 1% 19.44% 34. 18% 17.59% (100%) 

accordina lv 
Allot consultation hour & 17 IS 16 39 21 108 
perform accord ingly 15.74% 13.88% 14.81% 36.11% 19.44% 0 

(100%) 
2.70 0.4 1 

Clearly states objective 
9 23 25 30 21 108 measurement criteria for 2 1.29% 0 2.7 1 0.41 

8.33% 23.44% 27.77% 19.44% (100%) 
trainers 
Handover the output of 
core , common and II II 34 52 0 0 108 2.82 0.4 1 
support course as per the 10. 19% 10.19% 31.49% 48.15% ( 100%) 

schedule 
Prepare or write text 

12 13 16 29 40 lOS book/workshop for the 11.1 2% 12.04% 14.82% 26.86% 37.04% 
0 (1 00%) 2.28 0.41 

course he offered 
Conducts research and 6 25 8 69 0 0 

1088 2.70 0.42 
studv. 5.56% (23.16% 7.38% 63.9% (100%) 

Group mean 2.66 

Note: SA= strongly agree, A=agrcc, N=ncutral, D=dlsagrce, SDA=strongly disagree, NR- no 
response, M= mean and SD=standard deviation 

As shown on Table 10 above, depicts respondent's attitude towards the appraisal 

criteria "education/training and research/study". According to the data collected 

on the "preparation of course outline and allocation consultation hours, " 18.5 
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+)11 .11=29.26% of the respondents found at the higher end (5&4) of the scale 

positively states that the appraisal criteria can measure trainers performance .. 

Where as 34.48% + 17.59%=52.07% over half of the respondents at the other 

end responds negatively that the criteria do not measure performance. However, 

19.44+ 14.81 =34.05% of the respondents are indifferent whether the appraisal 

criteria measures performance or not. Here the mean 2.76 and the standard 

deviation 0.41 strongly affirm that fewer majorities of respondents states their 

attitude positively. 

Regarding "stating objective measurement and handover of the output of core , 

common and support courses" appraisal indicator, 8.33%+21.29%=29.62% and 

10.19+10.19%=20.38% of the participants at the higher end of the dimension 

(5&4) had expressed that the criteria appraises performance. Where as , 

27.77%+19.44%= 47.21 % & 48.15% of the respondents found at the lower end 

of the scale (1) , disagree that the criteria do not measures performance 

objectively. On the other hand , 23.44% and 31.49%=54.93% over half of the 

respondents are indifferent about the appraisal indicators whether it appraises 

performance or not. Here the mean scores that are 2.70 & 2.71 and the standard 

deviation 0.41 strongly affirm that fewer majorities of respondents states their 

attitude positively. 

Respondents when asked if "preparation/writing of text book and conducting of 

research and study" appraisal criteria measures performance, 5.56% and 

23.16%=28.72% of the respondents agree that the criteria can objectively 

measures trainers performance where as, 63.9% majority of the respondents at 

the lower end (2) strongly disagree that the criteria do not measure performance. 

On the other hand , 7.38%% of the respondents remain indifferent about the 

criteria . Here the mean scores that are 2.28 & 2.70 and the standard deviation 

0.41 & 0.42 strongly affirm that less than half of respondents state their attitude 

positively. 

From the data analyzed, interpreted and confirmation obtained from the group 

mean 2.66, significant majority of the respondents state their attitude negatively 

that the appraisal criteria "education/train ing and research/study" has a 
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significant shortcomings to appraise performance of trainers as objectively as 

possible. 

As some of the respondents ' remarks, though the criteria can serve as an 

indicator of performance, but institutions do not provide resources for conducting 

research and preparation of text books and workshops. According to the above 

data analysis, therefore, the aforementioned evaluation criteria fells at the 

subjective judgments of the rater. 

Table 11 

Resource Utilization Performance Evaluation Criteria (rated by Deans/Dept. 
heads) 

Items SA A N 0 SOA NR Total M SO 
Select & implement 

0 16 24 25 57 108 appropriate 14.28% 22.23% 23.15% 52.78%1 
0 (100%) 2.25 0.4 1 

instructional material 
use properties for the 3 9 19 35 42 108 

intended use. 
2.78% 

8.34% 17.6% 32.4 1% 38.89% 
0 (100%) 2.03 0.42 

Handle instructional 10 108 materials with due 22 
9.25% 

21 43 12 0 2.88 0.4 1 
20.37% 19.44% 39.81% 11.11 % ( 100%) 

care 
Care for & maintain 
instructional materials I; 50 23 20 0 0 108 3.56 0.48 
or inform to be 13.89% 46.29% 21 .. 3% 18.52% (100%) 

maintained 
Posses the capacity 
to use raw materials 

0 13 39 27 29 0 108 2.33 0.41 
maintaining the ir input 12..03% 36.12% 25% 26.86% (100%) 

outout relat ion 
Group mean 2.61 

Note: SA= strongly agree, A=agree, N=neut ral , D=dlsagree, SDA=strongly disagree, NR- no 
resl>onsc, M= mcan and SD=standard deviation 

Table 11 exhibits responses on resource utilization. According to the collected 

data and remarks obtained from the respondents , 14.28%+22.23%=36.51% less 

than half of the respondents found at the higher end of the relative dimension (4), 

states that the appraisal criteria "selection and implementation of instructional 

materials", is an appropriate measurement criteria for performance. Where as 

23.15% and 52.78%=75.93% great majority of the other end (1 &2), negatively 

responds that the criteria does not appropriately measures performance. On the 
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other hand , 22.23% of the respondents are indifferent about the criteria whether 

it measures performance or not. Here the mean score that is 2.25 and the 

standard deviation 0.41 strongly affirm that significant majorities of respondents 

states their attitude negatively 

Respondents when asked if the performance indicator "use properties for the 

intended use", measures performance or trainers, 11.12% of respondents found 

at the higher end of the scale (5&4), positively states that the criteria measures 

performance objectively. Where as , 38.89%+32.41 %=71 .3% great majority of the 

other end (1 &2) respondents, negatively express their attitude that the 

performance indicators do not measure performance. On the other hand, 17.6% 

of respondents found at the points of scale (3) are indifferent about the 

measurement criteria. Here the mean score that is 2.03 and the standard 

deviation 0.42 strongly affirm that significant majorities of respondents states 

their attitude negatively. 

When asked whether the performance indicator "handling instructional materials 

with due care" , 29.62 % of the respondents at the higher end of the point of 

scale, express their attitude that the performance indicator measures 

performance as objectively as possible. Where as, 50.92% over half of the lower 

end (1 &2) respondents negatively express their attitude that the performance 

measurement indicator do not measures performance as objectively as possible. 

On the other hand , 19.44% of the respondents remain neutral that they are not 

quite sure whether the performance indicator measures performance objectively 

as intended . Here the mean score that is 2.88 confirm that significant majority of 

the respondents state their attitude negatively about the particular criterion . 

With regard to "care for and maintenance of instructional materials", 

13.89%+46.29%=60.18% majority of the respondents had expressed their views 

that the performance measurement criteria appropriately evaluates performance 

of trainers. Where as, 18.52% of respondents found at the other end of the 

spectrum (2), negatively states their attitude towards the evaluation criteria . 

However, 21 .3% of the respondents remain indifferent about the suitability 

objectivity of the evaluation criteria . Here the mean score that is 3.56 and the 
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standard deviation 0.48 strongly affirm that significant majorities of respondents 

states their attitude positively. 

Concerning the evaluation criteria , "possession capacity of raw materials while 

maintaining their input-output relation", only 12.03% of the respondents agree on 

the appropriateness of the evaluation criteria. Where as, 25%+26.86%=51 .86% 

over half of the other end respondents had strongly disagree on the 

appropriateness of the appraisal indicator to measure performance objectively. 

However, 36 .12% of the respondents that neither agree nor disagree whether the 

evaluation criteria measures performance as objectively as for the intended 

purpose. Here the mean scale that is 2.33 and the standard deviation 0.41 

strongly affirms that significant majorities of respondents states their attitude 

negatively. 

In general , from the data analyzed , interpreted and confirmation obtained from 

the group mean 2.61 , significant majority of the respondents states their attitude 

negatively with regard to performance measurement criteria "utilization of 

resources", is deficient to serve as objective evaluation criteria of trainers 

performance. 
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Table 12 
Eth ical conduct) Performance Eva luation Criteria (rated by Oeans/Dept. 
Heads) 

Items SA A N 0 SOA NR Total M SO 
participate and 

punctua l in meetings 11 

as well as conducting 10. 18 5 32 29 31 0 108 2.41 0.40 
teaching as per the 

% 4.63% 29.63% 26.63% 28.7 1% (100%) 

schedule 
absence of the trainer 
without the 

0 13 22 34 39 \08 
permission of the 12.04% 20.37% 3 1.49% 36. 12% 

0 
( 100%) 

2.08 0.42 

head", 
Works in cooperation 

7 10 22 30 39 108 with his superior and 649% 
9.25% 

20 .37% 27 .78% 36. 12% 
0 

( 100%) 
2.41 0.40 

colleagues 
Has the trend to 
evaluate 
performance, willing 

0 5 21 35 47 0 108 1.85 0.43 
to accept criticism 4.63% 19.45% 32.41% 43.52% (100%) 

and implement 
accordingly 
Serves as role model 
and perform with 19 21 36 28 14 0 108 3.30 

0.45 

professional standard 
17.05% 19.44% 33.33% 25.92% 12 .. 96% ( 100%) 5 

Group mean 2.41 
Note: SA= strongly agree, A=agrcc, N=ncutral, D=dlSagree, SDA=stro ngly dISagree, NR=no 

response, M=mean and SD=standard deviation 

As shown on Tab le 12, respondents when asked if performance evaluation 

criteria "participation and punctua lity in meetings as well as conducts training as 

per schedule", 26.63%+28.71 %=54.34% over ha lf of the lower end of the sca le 

(2&1) , negatively states their views that the indicator is not an appropriate and 

objective measurement of performance of trainers. Where as 

10.18%+4.63%=14.81 % of the higher end respondents but a small size in 

number, states their attitude negatively towards the same evaluation criteria 

mentioned above. However, there are 29.63% neutra l respondents that are 

indifferent whether the evaluation criteria can objectively measures or not. Here 

the mean score that is 2.41 and the standard deviation 0.40 strongly affirm that 

significant majorities of respondents states their attitude negatively. 
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Respondents when asked whether the performance evaluation criteria that 

describes about the "absence of the trainer without the permission of the head"," 

great majority of the respondents 31.49%+36.12%=67.61% states their views 

that the evaluation criteria do not appropriately measures the performance of 

trainers . Where as, 12.04% of the respondents positively states the 

aforementioned evaluation criteria do not measure trainers' performance 

objectively. On the other hand , there are neutral respondents of 20.37% that 

states their attitude indifferently about the measurement criteria. Here the mean 

score that is 2.08 and the standard deviation 0.42 strongly affirm that significant 

majorities of respondents states their attitude negatively. 

Concerning the evaluation criteria , "works in cooperation with superior and 

colleagues", 15.53% of the respondents of the higher end of the scale (5&4), 

positively states that the evaluation criteria appropriately measures performance. 

Where as , 63.90% majority of the respondents found at the lower end (1 &2) , 

states negatively that the evaluation criteria do not measure performance as 

objectively as intended . On the other hand, 20.37% of the respondents are 

indifferent whether the evaluation indicator is an appropriate appraisal criterion or 

not. Here the mean score that is 2.41 and the standard deviation 0.40 strongly 

affirm that significant majorities of respondents states their attitude negatively. 

In relation to evaluation criteria on willingness to accept criticism and the trend for 

evaluating own performance, 4.63% of the respondents on the higher dimension 

(4), positively states their views that the appraisal criteria measures performance 

as objectively as possible. However, 19.45% of respondents at the neutral of the 

scale (3) , indifferently express their views whether the evaluation criteria can 

serve as performance measurement or not. Here the mean score that is 1.85 and 

the standard deviation 0.43 strongly affirm that significant majorities of 

respondents states their attitude negatively. 

Regarding the performance criteria , "trainers serve as a model and perform 

duties with professional standard ", 17.05%+19.44%=36.49% less than half of the 
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respondents found at the higher end of the scale (5&4) , has agreed that the 

evaluation criteria measure performance. Where as, 25.92 %+12.96%=38.88% 

of respondents that are at the lower end of the relative dimension (2&1), 

negatively describes that the evaluation criteria is not an appropriate measure of 

performance. However, 33 .33% of the respondents found at the neutral of the 

scale , still remains indifferent about the evaluation criteria. Here the mean score 

that is 3.31 and the standard deviation 0.45 strongly affirm that significant 

majorities of respondents states their attitude negatively. 

Hence, as per the above data analysis, interpretation and confirmation obtained 

from the group mean 2.41 , significant majority of the respondents' states their 

view negatively that the ethical conduct criteria along with the understated 

performance indicators are found to be not a plausible performance measure of 

trainers. Therefore, needs some sort of revision . 

Table 13 

Initiative Performance Evaluation Criteria (rated by Deans/Dept. heads) 

Items SA A N D SDA NR Total M SD 

Support trainees for 20 12 
21 

34 19 108 
problems they face. (18.5%) (1 1. 11%) 

( 19 .44 
J [.48% 17.59% 

0 ( 100%) 
2.76 0.4 1 

%) 

Ready to share 

17 15 
16 39 21 108 experience and 

(JS.74%) ( 13 .88%) 
( 14.8 1 

36. 11 % 19.44%. 
0 

(100%) 
2.7 0.41 

knowledge 
%) 

Properly accomplish 
34 

21 13 
20 108 

assigned group (31.48%) 
(19.44%) ( 12.03 

18.5 1% 
0 0 (100%) 3.08 0.43 

tasks/meetina %) 

Prepare educational 15 17 
26 

31 19 108 
trips as requ ired (13.88%) (15 .74%) 

(24.07 
28.70% 17.59% 0 (100%) 

2.80 0.41 
%) 

Group mean 2.83 

Note: SA= strongly agree, A=agree, N=neutra l, D=disagree, SDA=strongly disagree, 
NR=no response, M=mean and SD=sta ndard deviation 

Table 13 depicts data on performance initiative criteria . Accordingly respondents 

asked if the evaluation criteria, "Provision of support for trainees in their 

problems", 18.5%+11 .11 %=29.61 % of respondents at the higher end of the 

spectrum strongly agree on the appropriateness of the evaluation criteria . On the 

other hand , 31.48%+17.59=49.07% of respondents of the other end of the scale 
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(2& 1) strongly disagree that the appraisal criteria is not an appropriate 

performance measurement criteria . However, 19.44% of respondents found at 

the neutral of the scale (3) , remains indifferent about appropriateness of the 

evaluation criteria. Here the mean score that is 2.76 and the standard deviation 

0.41 strongly affirm that significant majorities of respondents states their attitude 

negatively. 

Respondents when asked if "readiness to share his experience and knowledge" 

performance evaluation criteria measures performance, 

15.74%+13.88%=29.62% of respondents agree on the appropriateness of the 

evaluation criteria . Where as , 36.11 %+14.81 %=50.92% of respondents found at 

the other end of the scale (2&1) , negatively states their attitude, that the 

evaluation criteria do not measure actual performance of trainers. On the other 

hand, (16)14.81 % of the respondents are neutral with regard to appropriateness 

of the evaluation criteria stated above. Here the mean score that is 2.7 and the 

standard deviation 0.41 strongly affirm that significant majorities of respondents 

states their attitude negatively. 

Regarding "accomplishment of assigned group tasks and preparation of 

educational trips" evaluation criterion , respondents when asked if they are an 

appropriate evaluation criterion , 31.48%+19.44%=50.92% and 

13.88%+15.74%=29.62% of the respondents found at the higher end of the 

scale, positively agree on the appropriateness of the performance evaluation 

criteria to measure performance. Where as , 18.51 % and 28.70%=47.21 % of the 

other end of the respondents disagree on the appropriateness of the evaluation 

criterion to measure performance. On the other hand , 12.03% and 

24.07%=36.1 % of the respondents found at the neutral of the scale (3) are 

indifferent whether the performance evaluation criterion is properly measures 

performance or not. Here the mean score that is 3.08 and the standard deviation 

0.43 strongly affirm that significant majorities of respondents states their attitude 

pos itively. 

Therefore, from the above data interpretation analysis and confirmation obtained 

from the group mean 2.83, significant majority of the respondents ' state their 
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views negatively that the performance initiative criteria along with the understated 

statements are not proper measurement criteria and needs some slight 

modification so as to evaluate performance of trainers objectively as possible. 

Table 14 
Education and Training & Presentation of Handouts & References 

Performance Evaluation Criteriajrated by students) 

Items SA A N D SDA NR Total M SD 

Clearly states the 
general & specific 0 18 9 25 56 

0 
108 

1. .90 0.43 
objectives of education 16.67% 8.34% (23 .15%) (S 1.86%) ( 100%) 

& training 
Prepare lesson plan 

and course outline for 
education and train ing 

0 5 10 24 69 
0 

108 
1.55 0.46 

as well as implements 4.63% 9,26% (22.23%) (63.88%) (100%) 

trainee focus teaching 
methodology 
Presents II 
education/training after 0 10. 19% 

II 34 52 
0 

108 
1 .. 82 0.44 

thorough preparation s 
10. 19% (31.49%) (48 .15%) ( 100%) 

Train/teach by example 
and precisely states 14 22 32 40 

0 0 
108 

3.09 0.42 
using appropriate 12 .. 96% 20 .. 37% 29 .. 62% (3 7 .. 03%) (100%) 

medium of instruction 
Encourages tra inees to 

18 26 13 47 4 108 
participate/ask 16.66% 24.07% 12.03% (43.5 1%) (3.7%) 

0 ( 100%) 3.06 0.42 

questions 
Prepare handouts and 

0 
20 32 26 30 

0 
108 2.39 0.4 1 

teaching materials 18.5 1% 29 .62% (24.07%) (27.77%) (100%) 

Prepare references to 26 29 13 24 16 
0 

108 3.23 0.44 
cite. 24.07% 26.85% 12.03% (22 .22%) ( 14 .8 1%) (100%) 

Group mean 2.43 

Note: SA= strongly agree, A=agree, N=ncutral, D=dlsagrcc, SDA=strongly disagree, NR-no 
response, M= mean and SD=standard deviation 

As depicted in Tab le 14, respondents when asked if the performance evaluation 

criteria "stating general and specific objective of education/training" and 

"preparation of lesson plan and course outline", 16.67% and 4.63%=21 .30% of 

the participants found at the higher end of the scale(4), states their attitude 

positively(agree) that the evaluation criterion measures performance. Whereas, 

23.15%+51 .86%=75.01 % and 22.23%+63.88%=86.11 % of the respondents 

found at the lower end of the scale (2&1), strongly disagree on appropriateness 
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of the evaluation criteria. On the other hand 8.34% & 9.26%=17.6% of the 

respondents found at the neutral scale (3) , are indifferent about the evaluation 

criteria whether they appropriately measure performance or not. 

Regarding the evaluation criteria , ""presentation of education/training after 

thorough preparation" and "teach and precisely states using appropriate medium 

of instruction", 10.19% + 12.96%+20.37%=43.52% of the respective criterion 

respondents found at the higher end of the spectrum (4&5) , agrees on the 

appropriateness of the evaluation criterion . Whereas , 37.03% and 48.15% 

=85.18% overwhelming majority of the respondents found at the other end of the 

scale (2&1) , negatively states that the evaluation criterion are not proper 

measurement for evaluating trainers performance. On the other hand , 29.62% & 

10.19 %=39.81 % of the respondents remains indifferent whether the evaluation 

criterions measures performance or not. 

Respondents when asked if performance evaluation criteria "encourage trainees 

to participate/ask questions", and "preparations of handouts and teaching 

materials as well as references to cite", 16.66%+24.07%+ 

18.51 %+24.07%+26.85%=69.43% of the respondents found at the higher end of 

the scale positively states their attitude positively that the evaluation criteria 

measures performance. Whereas , 22.68% of the respondents found at the lower 

end of the scale (2&1) negatively states their attitude. 

In conclusion , the above data analysis, interpretation and confirmation obtained 

from the group mean 2.43, majority of the respondents express their views 

negatively that the performance evaluation criteria "presentation of handouts and 

references" and "education and training "shows that the measurement evaluation 

criterions needs an adjustment so as to evaluate performance of trainers in order 

to achieve its intended objective as stated in the directive. 
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Table 15 
Resource/Tra ining/Teaching Materials & Evaluation Techniques 
Performance Evaluation Criteria (filed by students 

Items SA A N D SDA NR Total 

Train or teach using 24 
18 6 41 19 108 appropriate instructional 22.22% (1666%) 5.56% 37.96% ( 17.59%) 

0 
( 100%) 

materials 
Gives assignment 

review questions, lab 
14 20 13 3 1 30 108 

reports , project work 12.96% (18.51%) 12.03% 28.70% (27 .77%) 
0 

(100%) 

etc. and inform results. 

Set examination 

questions in 
43 

32 
26 7 108 

relation to education & 39.8 1% 
(29.62%) 0 

24.07% (6.48%) 
0 

( 100%) 

training 

Gives balanced value 
and sufficient time for 20 26 9 29 24 

0 
108 

exams & projects 18.5 1% (24.07%) 833% 26.85% (22 .22%) ( 100%) 

assigned 
Group mean 2.75 

M SD 

2 .. 88 0.41 

2.51 0.40 

3.72 0.50 

2 .. 90 0.42 

Note: SA= strongly agree, A- agree, N=ncutral, D=dlsagrcc, SDA=strongly disagree, NR=no 
response, M=meall and SD=standard deviation 

As ind icated in Table 15 above, respondents asked whether the eva luation 

criterions "train/teach using appropriate instructional materials" and "giving 

assignment review questions, lab reports, project work 

etc".22.22%+16.66%=38.88% and 12.96%+18.51 %=31.47% of the respondents 

found at the higher end of the scale (5&4), states positively their attitude towards 

the evaluation criterions that they can serve as a performance evaluation 

indicators. Whereas, 37.96%+17.59%=55% and 28.70%+27.77%=56.47% of the 

respondents that are found at the other end of the scale (1 &2) , negatively 

responds . On the other hand, 5.55% and 12.03%=17.58% of the respondents 

found at the neutra l scale (3), states indifferently whether the evaluation 

criterions measures performance or not. 

Regarding the criterions "set examination questions in relation to education and 

training" and " giving balanced va lues and sufficient time for exams and projects", 
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39.81 %+29.62%=69.43% and 18.51 %+24.07%=43.75% of the respondents 

found at the higher end of the scale strongly agree that the evaluation criterions 

appropriately measure performance. Whereas, 24.07%+16.66%=40.73% and 

26.85%+22.22%=49.07% of the other end of the respondents strongly disagree. 

However, 8.33% of the neutral scale respondents remain indifferent whether the 

criteria measures performance or not. 

In conclusion , the above analysis, interpretation and confirmation obtained from 

the group mean 2.75, significant majority of the respondents negatively express 

their views that the performance evaluation criterions "resource utilization, 

training and use of teaching materials" lack appropriateness to measure 

performance objectively as indicated in the performance guideline. 
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5 CHAPTER FIVE: Summary. Conclusions and 

Recommendations 

This chapter of the thesis presents summary of the major findings of the study, 

the conclusions drawn and recommendations given. 

The overall objective of the study was to assess the state and attitude of 

employees towards the current performance management system practices of 

the government TVET institutions, with the following specific objectives in mind. 

a. To investigate the current problems contributing to the ineffectiveness of the 

existing performance management system of trainers working in government 

TVET institutions; 

b. To investigate the magnitude of the problem with regard to performance 

management, i.e. planning , managing and appraising and points out those 

factors that drove to poor performance and dissatisfaction of employees. 

To meet the above objectives , the study was guided by the four basic questions 

raised in chapter one. 

The findings of this study will help to scratch the problem, and generate va luable 

information for decision makers, and adapt a systematic way of performance 

management system so as to strive for much precision in measuring 

performance, link performance dimensions to meet internal and external 

customer requirements and incorporated situational constraints. It also provide 

the necessary basis for policymakers, planners, teachers, principals and others 

interested groups to realize the magnitude of the problem and attempt to solve it. 

Besides, serve others as a source of information for further investigation. 

In dealing with the basic questions, related literature was reviewed . Data were 

collected from the sources using questionnaires, interviews and document 

analysis. The total number of respondents responding to the research 

questionnaires were 108, embracing Deans, Assistant Deans, Department 

Heads and Teachers of the respective TVET institutions. 
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5.1 Summary of the Major Findings. 

The main aim of this study was concerned to assess the state and attitude of 

employees towards the current performance management system practices of 

selected government TVET institutions in Addis Ababa, and tries to investigate 

the current problems contributing to the ineffectiveness of the existing 

performance management system of employees working in government TVET 

institution and forward possible solutions. According to the data analyzed and 

interpreted , t he following findings were obtained. 

1. 56.48% over half of the respondents, states their attitude that the appraisal 

system lacks to include the critical requirements (critical aspects) of performance 

management so as to measure performance objectively. 

2. 43.6% less than half of the respondents, confirm that the current performance 

appraisal system is in short of including appropriate performance criteria 

{indicators, such as , "establishes and implement learning objectives consistent 

with student needs and department expectations", "Plans for and uses 

instructional methods, and Participation of teacher in school overall 

management. Therefore , the current performance management system lacks to 

include performance criteria to measure performance as objectively as possible 

as intended in the appraisal directives and principles. 

3. 55.24% over half of the respondents, state their attitude that "education and 

training" performance criteria (filled by colleague) can modestly measures 

trainers' performance. On the other hand, fewer majorities of the respondents 

found at the lower end and the neutral dimension state their attitude negatively 

and indifferently that the appraisal criteria do not measure performance or it is 

modest. 

4. 52.46% over half of the respondent states their attitude that the performance 

measurement criteria "research and study and innovation," (filled by colleagues) 

does not appropriately measures performance of teachers . Therefore needs 

some consideration with this regard . 
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5. 59.48% over half of the respondents states their attitude positively that the 

"resource utilization" (filled by colleagues) , performance measurement criteria is 

found to be an appropriate measurement criteria to evaluate performance of 

teachers. 

6. 84.26% overwhelming majority of the respondents express their views that the 

"ethical conduct" appraisal criteria (filled by colleague), can serve as trainer's 

measurement criteria . 

7. 78, 04% great majority of the respondents states their attitude positively that 

initiative criteria (rated by colleagues) are a plausible (objective) measurement 

criteria . 

8. From the data analyzed, interpreted and confirmation obtained from the group 

mean, 54.62% over half of the respondents negatively states their attitudes that 

the appraisal criteria "education/training and research/study" (rated by deans & 

dep 't heads) has a significant shortcomings to appraise performance of trainers 

as objectively as possible. 

As some of the respondents' remarks, though the criteria can serve as an 

indicator of performance, but institutions do not avail resources for conducting 

research and preparation of text books and workshops .. 

9. From the data analyzed, interpreted and confirmation obtained from the group 

mean, 53 .7% over half of the respondents' states their views negatively that the 

performance measurement criteria "utilization of resources" (rated by deans/dept. 

heads) , is deficient to serve as objective evaluation criteria of trainers 

performance. 

10. As per the data analysis, interpretation and confirmation obtained from the 

group mean, 60.18% majority of the respondents negatively states their view that 

the "ethical conduct" criteria (rated by deans/dept. heads/ dep't heads) along with 

the understated performance indicators are found to be not a plausible 

performance measure of trainers . 
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11. 42.59% less than half of the respondents stated their views that the 

performance initiative criteria (rated by department heads) along with the 

understated statements are not proper measurement criteria . 

12. 58.33% over half of the respondents negatively states their attitude that the 

performance evaluation criteria "presentation of handouts I references" and 

"education Itraining"(rated by students) does not serve as objective evaluation 

criterions. Therefore, needs an adjustment so as to evaluate performance of 

trainers in order to achieve its intended objective as stated in the directive. 

13. The majority of respondents with regard to performance evaluation criterions 

"resource utilization, training and use of teaching materials" (rated by students) 

states their views that the performance criterions lack appropriateness to 

measure performance objectively as indicated in the performance guideline. 

14. According to responses given to the interview, the following responses were 

obtained . 

14.1 Majority of the respondents declare that both trainers and evaluators receive 

formal appraisal scheme. 

14.2 Majority of the respondents noted that a number of positive and negative 

outcomes of appraisal in their specific institutions' . 

14.3 Most of the trainers are quite happy to be evaluated by their respective 

department heads? 

14.4 Most of the respondents declared that a weak link exists between teacher 

appraisal , and teacher development. Teachers would naturally like to see this 

situation improved . 

14.5 Many of the respondents declare that decisions need to be taken to ensure 

consistence between the operational form of teacher appraisal and the purposes 

it claims to serve. 

14.6 Respondents also recommend that there must be consistence between the 

operational form of teacher appraisal and the purposes it claims to serve. 

These are all elements that appear to be necessary to address. 
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5.2 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the above findings of the study the following conclusions can be drawn. 

• The performance management system lacks to include basic requirements 

(critical aspects of performance management), such as focusing on the 

enhancement of teacher performance, to stress on the instructional process, 

linkage of evaluation to research findings and provision of a clear appropriate 

set of evaluation criteria with accompanying behavioral indicators. 

• In addition to this, the performance management system does not include the 

performance indicators that establish learning objectives consistent with 

students' needs and department expectations and allowance of the teacher to 

participate in school management. 

• Regarding the appraisal procedure, special attention is not given to new staff 

and orientation is not conducted . We can also conclude that the performance 

criteria or indicators employed do not measure work related behavior 

objectively as intended in the appraisal directives and guide lines. 

• Most quite happy to have their performance appraised by their respective 

department head although they were concerned about the ability of the 

department head to exclude subjectivity and biases during appraisal. 

• A weak link exists between teacher appraisal , and teacher development. 

Teachers would naturally like to see this situation improved. It would appear 

logical that it is inappropriate to question teachers' professional knowledge if 

they are not given opportunities to up-skill through professional development. 

Most understand that successful teaching requires not just a teaching degree 

but also a commitment to lifelong learning. Even the best-trained teachers 

need to keep up with changes in their subject field . 

• Findings of this study indicate that decisions need to be taken to ensure 

consistence between the operational form of teacher appraisal and the 

purposes it claims to serve. 

• The data in this study revealed that classroom observation was a frequently 

used performance management technique/tools (record keeping, initiative, 

output, rating scales etc) for teacher appraisal in the selected government 
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• 

TVET institutions. Classroom observations were mainly used to identify 

teacher deficiency or for rewards/punishments (promotions).and are not 

properly managed. 

Other weaknesses identified were the teachers ' lack of trust in the appraisal 

process , lack of clarity with the criteria and the fact that appraisal seemed 

more oriented to meeting requirements rather than promoting professional 

development. 

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the findings and conclusions of the study, the following 

recommendations are suggested . 

1. The performance appraisal system should focuses on the enhancement of 

teacher's performance. Therefore, the Bureau of Education and institutions 

should emphasize the importance of an on-going professional development 

through appraisal schemes. 

2. Criteria developed by the Bureau of education for trainers should thus be 

explicit, unambiguous, and have specific and reliable ratings. 

3. The performance appraisal system has to stresses the instructional process 

and linked with research findings on effective teaching practices and 

sufficient allocation of resources for conducting research . 

4. The Performance appraisal system must provide a clear, appropriate set of 

evaluation criteria with accompanying behavioral indicators such as 

networking, initiative, achievement orientation , team work , adaptability, 

client focus, team work and influence. 

5. The performance appraisal system must provide the basis for making 

informed judgment about differing performance levels of teachers and 

decisions regarding the retention , assignment or dismissal of staff 

6. An orientation to the Performance appraisal system should be conducted by 

the evaluator for all teachers engaged in the appraisal process for the year. 

7. Special attention should be given to new staff members who do not have 

previous experience with the institutions' performance appraisal system 
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8. A formal observation must be scheduled in advance with the teacher, involving 

prior discussion and planning between the evaluator and teacher and which is 

followed by a post conference feedback session 

9. The performance indicators used in the performance appraisal system should 

establish relationships with colleagues, and students which reflect recognition 

of and respect for every individual 

10. The performance appraisal system must allow teachers to participate in school 

management and shares responsibility for the total institution program. 

11. A strong link should exist between teacher appraisal, and teacher development. 

Teachers would naturally like to see this situation improved . It would appear 

logical that it is inappropriate to question teachers' professional knowledge if 

they are not given opportunities to up-skill through professional development. 

Most understand that successful teaching requires not just a teaching degree 

but also a commitment to lifelong learning. Even the best-trained teachers need 

to keep up with changes in their subject field. 

Finally, to solve the problems under study and to bring the expected changes, 

the student researcher recommends further research and careful analysis of 

the problem with a wider scope. 
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Technical and Vocational Training Institute Trainers/Teachers Atti tude 

Towards the Current Performance Management System Research 
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A2.S uot- uo9"UC 

A2.6 It') ?'l 9"h,),tI It') 

o 
o 
o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

A2.7 11,1'\ hlf~ .e. '11\)1,------------------------------·---0 

A3. 11,;/' :-

P,."iIl""?II,y:fj·lil P,:~I\""'I 

'llilC ,v.. "I t 

"'Iil ' /'C P,, '7t 

T..:I' .P.. 

-



"'1 fl ;rtD7i 2:-

0"'1. '/' 1'1'1'-)- l1'i:I'I~:-'~ ltV" OPt- ".I'. fJl'lw· r '/;I1~.I1'1 uo·)' o09°Ut- 0079°7"'1.)' 

oofl,{.C·!','·j: ~lIU\l'.9° ".I'. )"/'p';' M'/ 'f\" I~:j: /Opinion Statements/ 'h'1 1')"/: fD:f· 

'I'CO'P6\:: Otl,U9" 00IPt3,:-

V. M,V·'/· 1.H. 0'/;11'/.11'1 00'), "'1IP6\m~ ' /'<);U'i'1' ro09"Ut-'} 0079"'}"''I.)' 

oofl,{,C 'lq: ".I'. r'/·IU.H';':/· '/mn:!'· r~,IP6\f1n o09"Ut-'/,'} I' Pt- ~,,{. 7.7.9" 

M,'7fJO' 9"'} )'U6\ 1'1. 1'1 h' 1''''1. :j:I'I' oolf'1;r:w··} .efl"'1uo' W.e9" h.efl "'1 00· 

7, '}.5',lf '} 7,Vt V·9" ' /' blili"'1t M '/',er ')' '1l'1fD M,/',er·)' o "'1.l'Iw· ~,9"~ PC 

l/Cl/C M1·.rl")·fD'} )'fl'l:<;,:-

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
Disaerec 

5 4 3 2 1 

1'1. M,n?"?,, 1')'1: h'/'lO' :/' ~,"'1t-r.r.' 00 6\ (I l· w·fl1' O'/'''7fJC h"'1.)'\'. ')' .?C 

r"'1.f11moow·, ooCmw, / j / N~.:C7':: '/7C '71 0-)-"70/', rh.Y,.)' r'/'HO")' 

h~,"'1/,,6Lb 0 06\(1:1" w '{]1' ),6\1' '1 ' ''' ' ' hlf'/ / 1'1." / O"'1.l'Iw' hG:'l' (17' ".I'. 
')'11'0 ')'fD, .1'.'71'17.,:: 



B , I"l;n '/,n'l (7P'Y :"9"UC')''1 PAm'i' ~,LPAtTJ1 (7P9"Ut-'} (7P79"7"'1,Y 
f7Pflt,C'Y' l' no,n'Ii '} fJAY.LM: {''''I, '1Pt\/ 15%/ I'(7P9"Ut- ,/,'} I' P t- ~,t,~~9n 0t'l11')' 
Oh'A ' /"10 , =fl,{.C')· =(f'l;/'av} ~fl°'l(7p, m~9n ~,~fl"'l(7p, 7,'}Y.(f'} 

n7,Y'M'}P'. 1'"J9"7"'1 f7Pfl,{,C:" ~,'}~C I'Mn9"~')'fD '} .l',L;t\ 0 /v'/ 9"AI1')' ~"Jt'l~,:-

Q u estions/sta tc me n ts Strongly Agree Neutra l Disagree 
Agree 

B1. l"r9"UCr'l PAm'l 'l..I',·r1 O"'f7Pt'lh.,. 

B 1,1 Oh<t:t\· r"'l.t'lm(l)·'} P'Am'l/Course 

Outline/ O,?A'I 0,:Jt- Ooolf'} 

)' II ? :<{t\ 

B 1.2 Op't\m'lo)' 'l .. l'.r "1.1'. 0011(1),1'1")' 

.I'. "'l "'l t· t\ : ,el.'l.'lt\ n-/',?fJC 

)'(I) '''It\ : 

B 1.3 Oh<t:t\· rO"Lt'lm(l)''} r9"tl'l (1).1'.9" 

I' •. '/''1 'O"H, !Valid ity/ O?t, 

.I'. 1 0" '? "'l t\ 

B2. 'J''1r'l 9"C9"C m~9" t.mt-1 O"'f7Pt'lh.,. 

B2, I t'I"'l..I'M'I",(I)· (1).1'.9" 

/tI"'I.Y{] ·/·'JUl(l) ·/ 11Cfl r"'lfl· /''''lt.J' 

~·V·<t: /(I)Chi'i"i "'l ~ ''I't\/ (1).1'.9" 

oo~' rh<t:,), ,!'11?:<{t\: ,e~· 1.t\ 

B2,200D.,!' 1''1:/''1 9"C9"C ,!'.'l.C? t\ 

B2.3 r1''1'f-'1 9"C9"<,'} (1)'(1),1' tI')'9"UC')' 

h<t:tI· ~,IJ.'t\fTJ'1' :l: 009"Ut-'}'1' 

U't\ fTJ'1" ·}'- 0"'l.11?r:'tI-)' 00 ,I'.·l h 

,!' <'\ (I). ,9' t\ 

B3. t.t'lCfI hmJ>4>9",} 01'001'1111' 

B 3 ,I 1'1 "'l1J.' t\ m ;;' tI "'l fl 'I' 0"/ t.,!' I' "'L If ',. 

' /'10. "'l1J.'t\m;;' o:l'fP"}'- Ooo?"l1' 

I' ./ . "/ fJ C P't\ (Jl '1' ,M "1 t\ 

B 3 ,2 tI "'/ u' t\ m ;;' / "'l fl ./. 0"/ t.J.' / r·j 'llln (I). '} 

O,9'fP'f i'}fl •. M l1t1.tI·:r- Ooot'll1 . 

r'f-9"UC:/' h<t:tI,",r- 11"'l .. l'flH"';' 

oo9"Ut-'} ?C O?t- tloo(Jl'/'9'" •. ,9'.'l,;;' 

Strongly 
Disagree 



f!.lfe;t.\ 

8 3 . 3 tI "'I IP t.\ m ;;' e; / tI "'I 111' "'I /-Y / 

\,·h::hll'l'£v· '} {IOuIM';»:l~ Wl"} .... "/: 

h VI.'I·uom· Y.e.C;;t.\ 

8 3.4 tI "'I IP t.\ m ;;' / tI "'I fl'/ ""l /-Y / 

\" r Lhll,,'oJ' '} 00 "(ty;» ··)'· f!.'}hOhlltll 

h~,.e.;; f!.MMtll n.Ol\j'i· f!.m'?e;tI 

olf!.9° h Vl,m7·/· Yl\m·.9'tI 

8 3 . 5 I' "'I IP t.\ m <;' /r "'I fl1 . o'} /-YI rr t., 6.9';» :,. 

M,'?IlO' t1p't.\me; P't'r h VI. mtl· 

O"'l.e.·L'? ·oh'/,h f!.MMtI 

8 3.6 1' p'tlme; rrt.. 6.9';»··j'- ·" .e.;;;;,vd·e; 

"'00;;;;0:/')' ~,'}.<t';'lr:r-m·/ \'~, '}.<\. Out 

put MIAm' III put \,"'I.'l:L"J ·0 ...... )· 

~,tlm· 

84. hm.4't\,e P'~-9"1I]C1 01'oot'lh1' 

84.1 hp t· ?rhl\b.-;»··'· CJtI.e.n:r 

IPtI(w ... ·:)'·e; IPt" "7[':j'- ;JC ·'··71l·0·Y.C,' 

·/·1l·0C' f!.uJt'rtl 

84.2 o h<i: t1. o "'I .. e. L7' fl·OM;»1·· 'If!. 

f!. ''1-1' Ir. t.\ 

84.3 I'fl'OM n'H' Yh·O/rtl 

84.4 O·hl;uo· Or{Io.e.Otl·), I' P't'r n~')' 

f!.7<;' tI 

84.5 I' P't·m·'} ~LP, \,{IO',f'OJ''} h·OC 

f!.m·n .... ·tI 

84 .6 \'tl.t1 .. :f·'} Pt· h 'Wt'rn· P't, ~,.e.·C7" 

I\t1"'1;" L·n f!.rrlr tl 

84.7,f't1m·'} ;Pt.,;!, O'?M,e; 0" ·70.m· 

{IO~' Lh y.,'Clltl 

84.8 0,?9"7"'1 \'·j·7";· no. "fl·"J'\,·n:'} 

.e,/,ol\tI:: ~,fl'I' Y\"I~:': '}9o OPlr Ol' 

t1"'1t]. /.+e; t1oo '/'C7"9" Y,'l't, tI 



8 5. rp'/r i'~"7i~+'} ni'oul"lhi' 
8 5.1 n')'9uUC:t' 'l pAm'l h<j::11 ·')~"lC' :r· 

(I.h(I'I: I'lTo<j:::/·'I. 'I<'I '(j ,f'lTD~""1,A 

85.2,1'IlaV} A~.~·C,· ~\O)</+ I\flA .~l n;1i 

II "'I'} t. A 11'7 'P,: J?-IY 'l A 

B5.3 n ')·~uc')' 'l pAm'l h<j::11 ",""lC'l 

(I.hM: I'lTo <j:: -)''I, 'I<'I·n ,f'lTD',""LA 

85.4,1'I\oV} A9U.'l:'l 00)</" )' IIc]A ,~l n ;1i 

1I"'1I-)':'A 1t"l 'P,: J?-1Y'l A 

B5.5hPlr c]A,~ln;1i ;JC I' -t' (lmm· -} 

I'/l"'l. oj; Plr /fl ·nM M1(Lm· 

,l'h'lm''lA:: 

C. I'of;h'l.h'i' lTD'J' -r?"uC-r'i' pAm'i' hIPAIl]'S lTD?"U1r1 lTD1?"1"'1.J' lTDil.tCf.:f 
nhlJ.<!"'I.h!?"/"l1 ! nhilr.<!.I'.C'i' A"'I'}' ?"/"l1'i' n"lTCrlTD1-}' 1'mt 1''''1.'1'''' 160%1 I'lTD?"UIr't-1 
I' PIr h.tlll\?" nlTDllh-r nh-A -!-1fl lTDil.tC-r lTDl1''i''f(J)o1 f,il"'llTD' CDf,?" hf,il"'llTD' ~1.1'.11'1 
n~n.<!1'<\' 1''7?''1'''1 lTDil.tCr h1l1C l'il?"?"~rP'1 .1'.01 n 1"'1 ?"Ahr n"'l.l'.'l'7 f,'7I1'/r :-

Qu cst ion s/sta t elll en ts Strongly Agree Neutral Disa gree 
A2ree 

CI. r1--V"uC1--'1 p'Am'1 'U.')''} n1'not'lh1' 

Cl. 1 1I"'l.,I'M 'r·,m·/ II"'I.j'{H·~lm· t'Cfl 
n -"II ;J:~:m· tltll·t\9" ,'Jf,.~' lToUJl-}' 
/lCfl M)")'''J?- ') ,f'II;J:<1A 

C l .2 n-'·II ;J)':m· /lCfl ~,m"}'''J?- ') lToUJl -}' 
r9uUC ')' 'l pAm'loV} J?-(lffJA 

C l. 3 Consultation hour'1C'''lIr~ 
n"'lm·fll~ · IIUJAfll~ .. ':r· lTD',I'OJ' 9uhC 
J?- fl fll A 

Cl. 4 UJAfll<;<':)~ -} nUJlr"'m·'l n-h:r.t,C]"L" 
m·m.;J·'fm· IIlTD1~19U ~').'I. ;fA 
i''''l.1lTD''l9un~'') lTOPt.C~' n"lA7' 
,I' {l<f'9u filA 

C 1. 5 I' UJ A fll <t '1~ -} i' 'I' r; I'.I'.';J <j:: fl (.I~ 5 
1';J1r t'C(I :)~') m·(fh-)· n1'.1'. l:<1o)' 
n"'lm'l"'C no/, ,l'lllIr lTDC'I "l 'nc 
lTD ,).I l ,), ,I' ill h C] A 

C2. 'J''11-'1 V"CV"CI&'mt- '} n1'not'lh1' 

C2.2 nno·ym· 'r'1-).'1 9uC9"C 
,I'.I'.C;JA: m'm,-',}9" t'I -hl;l7D' 
"'1,Mlf'l,n n·,·tI;J:t>: t'I-'t' 17D ,~'lh 
,I' "/OJ. :}. A :: 

C2.3 t'l p'Am<;m·/t'I -'hl"UC·1: M&,tl'l. 
rtf'l' 7,' rh· b'::r'} / 'I'} ,~' hm..)-
YI1;J:<1A:: 

Strongly 
Dis8e.rcc 



C3. t(tOI hm:P4>r 
C3.1 I" "'11P A rn <;' / 1""'1 (H''''1 t f lTDC;p' 

lTD "I t f fJ1 :)'. '} nlTD9" t. l' .P'Arn'lm·'} 
fl-t 'L~A 

C3.2 tI "'I ()J t:I m <;' / tI"'I rt"""1 ty I' ". t. hfJ',' aJ-'} 
(70"ltyfP:)"- M'I'I.;t1: Pt· 11;1' ,f'a)'''t:I 

C3.3 N ·'1'I)'r' ro· '} 1''''1 ()Jt:lm <;' (70", t,r fP"fe; 
(7o?,'rh<J;'j' m"lJbro· n" ' Lhnn,j- (}· 'I.;1-
I' (70 (70 tI rt '79 .. ;1-ro·') .erofllt:l 

C3.4 I' "'I ()J t:I m <;' / I' "'I M' "'I t y (7001 
uo",tYfP:j"- ') .e ,}hfJhrtA: Il~' .~ ,:J 
.eMMA: fI.n"j'j· .em "Ie; t:I ro.£',9" 
7,Vtm7'/· ,f'l)ro',4>t:I: 

C 3 . 4 I' "'I ()J t:I m <;' / I' "'I M' "'I t ,f' l' t. () ft' fP :)"-
M,'1rtn· tlpt:lme; Pt· h')~.ro· tI · 
W"I.~-L'1 'fln',:/,,} .eMMt:I 

C3.S I' P' t:I m e; l' to () ,4> fP :)', 1"!I.,:J,:J ~ 'f')-e; 
" 'lTD,:J,:Jfl'd' h ')~. 'i' t,. 'I' ro·/\'~, '}P,-Out 
put tll'I."ro· In put l''''I .~· L'1 ·nft',)-
~,tla) · 

C4. hrn:pIt,e .P'~-9·"'lfJC,} ni"tTOllhi" 

C4 .1 tln<J;tI· 1""(7".~ntl,j-'} I',j·,/"uc·)·e; 
p't:lme; fl r}.)- Yh·nt,t:I 

C4.2 mltl.;';' M'MI' !l.L:<l n"'1NI.p,. 
rt·nMfP''; nrt ' }o/: " '1'H, 1''''I.Y!l.C7ro· 
" 'I):"C: 

C4.3 J'tI I Jo/: ~un'},f'·j- I'htj:t:I ;)"~(Jl . 'VaH, 
1''''I .. l'rt''-9"cn,j·,} I'htj:t:I f'I'}.)-
~,.etlro·1'9" : ~,,f'M'''t:I tj:'/": hn<J;t:I 
~,.e "'C9" : 

C4.4 hp t- ;)"".fP1·,: rtt:lU.M- : 
u't:l fI ]<;"1'S ()Jt-,,-~,"1', ,:JC ·' ·'1rt·n· ... e; 
./. rt·n c' .e ()J t, t:I 

C4.5 P' t, '} I' u01,/,,19" : nfl.tI-:)"-
roo'19u '19" :- M"·,f'I'·n~'} I'lTD" ,nt:le; 
I'lTDrtm1- : n P' t- ".e I' "'I 'I' t:I No ;1- '} 
l'uo'7t1?,' uo·n'j-e; '19 .. ;rro·'} .erofIJt:I 

C4.6 tI ()J t:I f1j <;" :j', 'r .;. 9" '" tI. C't:I 'I" 9 .. t:I 
tllTDlf'} .e1't·t:I: I' Pt-ro,'} !l.L:<le; 
l'(7u,,f'ro·'} n·nc .em·nft't:I 

C4.7 I'~,t:ltot:l uom1' ro.e9" I'l'I.tI-1'· 
~,OIj1r Mn', 1"71f "tllTDlf') 
.e1' t-t:I 

CS I' P't,. r~I)7i~~-'} nrlTDtlhr 

CS.l ~,1',:Jfl aNn.·',- 1'(\.I\'I'ro·') /pt:lflrq.:j"-
nuuM1' npt:lme;ro' 'I..~+ 
tI"'I.,!"' ,?1'(7oro' :)~'?C .~' ,:Jtj: .ef'lfllt:l: 

CS.2 tI"'1 /.I't:I m<;,/ tl°'lrt "-"'I t,J' 1'1-Lhrt'fro' ') 
()ft'fP:)"- !Jrt.,M tI.tI .. :j"- nuorth' 



h"'l.J' M'l' '/. ~,LP/,\nl7;' ·) · .?C 
l\aom"'9" 0).e9" 00)·1\,)' I\aoflm')' 
t. :l>Y. 'i' ao{f'/·: 

CS. M'flJ . .e p &-9":): fl.M·', ;:>/16.0). 
O"'l,O'og: OO)' P (,. /I.e ,e<'l ' /-4,/'\:: 
O·/'t'lmO)' I'UI, 1.e. ·fl 0"'1.&.1\10)· 
V·'/,;) · uJC'I' LPC'\" 1\00or.r.t.Lfl 
.e'l' (,. /,\ :: 

CS.4 ·)·~UC;)·'P. 1"0»; ')' ~,'}.e.M&./l7.'''': 
J'1I1:.1t.\ 

E. r1;I1'l.I1'1 uo·f :r9"Uc:r'1 FAm'1 hlPAflJ~ uo9"U&-'} uo79"7CT<t.f 
uoil&'C-f'f nIPAflJ'1''fr'''l. 'l""1 /25%/ ruo9"U&-~''} I' F&- h&'~K9" nuofllJ:r nh·A 
1"70. uoil&'C:r uolf'1TW·1 g,t."'1uo' (JJi~ _ hf,il"'1uo, ?,)~If,} n?f'},1\'}.'\. --
1'''/9''7'''1 uoil&'C''t- h'}3C ril9"~~:rjD_'} ~l}l JlJ{/ 9"AI1:r n"'1~l,,/g,'7f1'1r:: 

Quest ions/sta tern en ts Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree 
Agree 

D1. r:"9"Uc,'t-'1 FAm'1 'i.~,'t-'} n1"uoflh1" 

D1.1 l"r9"UC:/' pt.\m<;O)·'} hm,1' /I.e 

0 /1"'/ oo/t.\l\ 11-/' "'/t9""f' 

J'<'IO)':J' t.\ : l"r9'''UC')'<; pt.\m<;O)··} 

'HC'HC 0/1"'/9" m'1J~O)' 

I\LPt.\ nl~':T' '? t.\'l.' j' g,C.?t.\:: 

1\9"<'11'1.9" OTask fl Outy nJ Ob 

OMob il OI'~O(,+ nl'~'I.·I; 

DI. 2 r-)'9"UC') '<; p't.\m<;'O)·'} 1/C11C 

.etl+ It'Cfl ~,O)+/I .e '}I n'?t.\l\ 

J'<'IO)' ,1,t.\ : I' pt.\m<;O)·'}: 

1")' 9"UC'/' '} : 'H 0/ C .e II ') ' /tIC fl 

~IO) .. H .e '} : OI'UI. LPI\,.<\ O'o'l''i' 

J'll.?:.1t.\ : NCflt.\ n'}.e.'&. '/<'1 '0 

0·/·'7flCI0).e~ 1\"0'0,} "Cfl 

ao~ U (" '} LP t.\ nli . HIC 1''''/ fl ·/· "'I C 

p', II.\' ... em;""'It.\ : 

D1.3 M"'IJlm0). pt.\m<;I·)·9"UC+ 0'/: 

11'7:1!:" ), ~,g,'C1" J"/'Cflt.\ : 

D I. 4 1'"'I.J'M'l"/0)·/1'"'l.J'fl·/·9" LO)·I 

')'9"UC')' "' ,?fl{,'<P"/:/' O?"U/I\, 

hl'.'O& . . rflL'<\t.\ : 

Strongly 
Disagree 



D1.5 nIH·"'l&.r !1:1;: nQDm"'9" 

PAmC;(J)''}/')'9u UC-':-}/ nUIA?> 

.I'</'CflA: 

Dl. 6 IPAflFf'f' npAmC;(J)·/n-)'9u uC-': 

h VVH' " . .I'nL;:l';J·A/ '!' .1"': 

,e','n"A: 

D 2. I' "'lIP A m r;: / f"'l M''''l &.1' ?> u·t,: 1-'}c; "'l fIJ<j> i'l SO 1-'} h <j> t-L 11 n 1-UD fI h 1-

D2.1 fI"'l..I'M,!,',(J)· pAmC; (J),e9u 

fI"'l,J'rt -'·9" L(J)' :/'9u UC-)' M&'.M. 

?>u·r;;:-,: '}c; fmllPAm'i' "'l',·'PfI · :Vi 

lll1.:J:~·-I' ,eflfIJA 

D 2 . 2 fI "'l..I' rt -" 9u
,;. -). -) • 9" U c -), / fI 0'1 . .1' fI tI '!' ', . 

. ), pAmC; lIM."'/. 1'1f', / reference/ 
I''''l fIJ ". i"i I' Qn~' rh lj': -) . 11 Cl1 C MI.=n>:··I' 
,eflfllA 

D 3 . fu<J IP Am'j','-/fu<Jil1'u<J tJ' I 4?I'\ 4?{l 1- hm.!l'4'9" n1'ool'lh1' 

D3. II'-rM~ I' pAmC; (J),e9" \'-)'9"UC-)' 

QDLY. QD"/&.I'SO:r'} nonnl'/'9U 

.I'rt-"9" t-A (J),e9u .I'M'!'C; A 

D4. f9"H'l PAT'l h&''169'' n1'ool'lh l' 

D4.1 f1 ·)·9"uC·,dflrAm'i(V·!m:l·"'L flf) · 

(Jut\l70~pJ " l'·,} IAssignment rev iew question. Lab 

reports. Projec t wo rk ctc/,eflfT]t.'\ :- .rcu'/l\ :-

m'rn,'!:'}?" J'<'\(Jl''''A ' 

D4.2{.1 ,<""Cj 1'5'-1: SU'.)". 'liH'°'lL(D' ')'9u llC}r; pAm'! 

.H: /,119· ... J' (VnjA ' 

D4.3n"Ul"l.:"(Jl· t. ·'·';9'TI'1c·~:h ·r:r! "'I'I'i'P. fllf ', 

oU-)1~ 'r ;J .ellnjA f1"'1.ll nj:"(Jl'9" t .·,·,;?':r· 1'5 

C·j>;h·r·:r·! ·,·ounjnn 1.11 . .em'~·~A ' 



05. hm:J>l\,e noon! P'~ 9""lIlC1 ni'nollhi' 

05.10'l'oo.l~.0 (\ ')- r.'f·9"UC·)·'l pt\m'l htj':(\ 

'1.11. i'l~ ') ' ~, h·nC' ~7lj't\ M Ln")-9u 

htj': (\ 1.11. ",/tJtJi'j ~i'l"l t\ 

05.2Noo.\'.0 (\ ')·'} htj': (\ 1.1L M,"}f]O' 

(\",/tPt\m'} (JJ~9" (\"'Ii'l'/' '''/C ' /' ''}f]C 

Y(JJ'I'\t\ 

05.30p'/ pc~,)- ~,hf]t'l'l: (\"'LyttrOJ' p~ 
9u "}f]C ~, C .f''t1- ~,t'\oJ' (\tPt\"l<;,':f9" 
'/-7n.(JJ·'} h·nc ~i'l"lt\ 

06. r~"m+'} nroufthr 
06.1 rtPt\"li1':)'-'} r'r9u uC')-'l pt\m'l 

.,,:"}C t'I'''I''loo'P 1..:J'flX ~ (JJ' 

06.2 tPt\"l~;" 'l') (\ooC"l')- rILe' i'l£~') ' oofl:(1 

yttoJ<#'t\ :: 0'/'00.\'.00')- i'l~')- tPt\"l<;"·:),-

(\",/.y,/,CO+ r')-9u uC')-'l pt\m'i' 

··f'7C'··)'· l7otj':,)_·/, ~i'l"lt\:: 



Appendix 2 
Technical and Vocational Training Institute Trainers/Teachers Attitude 

Towards the Current Performance Management System Research 
Questionnaire 

r'l;h'I,h uo-Y D'JIPAm;;' 1'?:D'J'l' ~1Pt:V'l~/ ou?"U~'} 'he; 1P~1'7f'':f' nu'1 np'~ 
~ .l't'UD·1 r P'~ ~&.~~?" ?"He; p'ca,:,.e; rou7?"7°V oufl&.Cf.':f· 11K, 

,I'll TeD' 1 M1'o'\ofl 1ID'J'l'e;:" r 1'H.?)': ouillg.:" 

,eu uom,e;/' ruo'}'?P")' r ' /;hUI'J uo.j' "'IIPAm>;' 'hl:"'l:/' I' P'/'. {,;/,,~. {"OOI?" ?"H'> 

(,6.lIlI?" 1I,e IP/'· 'Ft':)" j'1I'fo)-'} {lI'l'/·tlf'),fl fI"'l'l''>+ r+II ;:> :~: '/Ol' :: uom,e·/, '} nuouo·lI+ 

flu'U'~C?'A '} :/" flll C fllv'Ul {,nil l'-'I.TiCfH; rn.l1't!l (,.p'.h,n1 r ''''9'';''C')' hct::A {6 1,'" 

9" P' ;:> '>:)"1 I'll'" '/OJ':: 

r'r'>'" M"'l {,U·'} np/,· 1I,e j't\oV} I' Pt.· '/,,),,~. {,6.lIlI9" 9n tl'> 

,eIl')' 1/Content!s tructu ref 16 I' {,uot..<. (,J' j'1/'> nIP t.",·'i'Ol· nh·A j' flOl"} ,,··,' n,e'I ')· / 

Behaviora l Aspects/ nuutl.·'· '1i nuoflh· 1',, ·~uoLOl'1 r"'li'i'Ii$' l, 'H'fl,4>t'I. t'\"'l1-An,)' I''''LLP'. 

n,uf{J'.)'·1 fI"'lct::I'I ;/' '/Ol':: 'r'>", (,1 ,~"'m'>""" n"''?fJC fI ,e j''''I'L / Applied Focus! Yt'\Ol· 

AI'- tTC')' M'~':9"fD '/,1P, .. ~Cfl'> l, ' }p,.;"/n .. )· ,eU;:>A :: 

l,CflfD nuoAfl t'I(,J~ . 'd' (""uoLm·) r'i·uo''> u.LIl] II ), .. / Random Sampling Technique! 

'/Ol': : n"' r.tl,"'lt9" flIl.U uomrA' MOfD1 : rpt., uo,~'flfD uomtY'} 1,'> 1''''l.t'I<;.n:1''} 

P,.TC:"uo1')· M "'1,e1A 7" I''''l.t'lm .. )· uoAfl "'l,flmt. .</?'d·/ Confidentia li ty! uo·fI· nuo.t'\. 

I''''l.mn·» '/Ol' :: fl t'\!f '19" t'\U·t'\ ·9" 'l'j" ':fD:r, nuo·fI· 'Ill 'd, uoAfl '/,Vtt'lm' fl{,h'flC")' 

l,l'ml'q'1 'r'>'/, t'\"'U6.A,4>'fOl· rh"ln:)~ I'hCflfD ,~'L '1i 1'1"11 uo!f'1·1 n"'lM'Olfl 'T'?"C 

'/Ol ' : : 

(,'}J': LP,')' ruoflh IP/' . .,,>;, uom.e·', '} I'Iuot'l'flM] h 4 <,,'>+ nj.1I "'uoA(I l,'}P,S1"ifD.'f· 

r"'l.u'? f'L!f1 MhljOl· !l:L fl 'r Y</: I]flfD H· 11·ul, 1111',,'} nflAh <~'rC 0911-684063 

,~Ol·t'\Ol· "'l~ ;:>1C .e:)'·lIfI· :: 

ouAI"J?" 7.11. 'h1-'1.1f1AP' 'h1ou<;'111 

~-'l.f1 ~nrl r.~.j'jCflt rn.11~f1 h.~./l,m r'r?"ihC:" hli:A 'he; 

1'1'''f, H'If.. 

For Internal Use Only 
Questionnaire ID ------------- Data collector's Code --------------------



Part A : General Information 
"'1 fl ;.hD i'i 1:-

h tLtJ n ;:H~ M'L n· + '1' Y 'I: fD l · n{fIJ /,\ II n "'1 t · (,"h :)'. ,1, .e r. I] 1'\ .. ). "1'1' r;" 'r 0). II '1' 

~\V~., 9"/'\'11:/'/ X / n"'1g:L"l uo/'\lIfD, ,euoLm':: 

AI. ntt.U 'hJ:9" M,'1' ~\(fIJ;.r·1· ~\7/'\"lt'l'Pt\? 

1'\ 0 -- 5 ~\ {fIJ ;.H· 

h 6 - 10 

h 11- 15 

h 15 WI.e 

A2.1 ou9"UC 

A2.2 'f.."'1t ou9"UC 

A2.3 h~-tlj' ou9"UC 

A2.4---tl]l]t ou9"UC 

A2.5 out uo9"UC 

A2.6 .It, h<J 9"t1'1-/'\ .It, 

o 
o 
o 
o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

/ 0 

A2.7 tVI h If., .e ''It'l~------------------- ----------------D 

A3. ~;.r:-

... :~ fI" "'1/ A!': 1] .) 11 p,:'ifl"o~ 

~ :r'flC .... "It 

O~Il"'C "'."It 

T .'f,p" 



"'1 (J ;to (I) 7i 2 :-

n"'l.'I' 'l't'l"')' 11<i:t'l .. ··j'· ~llr} nP't· 1I.e flt'laJ' 1"1:11'1.11<; uu·f U 0 9"U? uu79"7U'l.f 

uu{J&.C,tq· ~1&.l\l'.9u 1I.e f'/,/I<;' M-1'fl',H'· {Opinion Statements/ h<; 'l' f 'I: fD:}: 

'/'Cn'PA:: ntLU9" uuWL')':_ 

V. MIV·'J· 1.11. n·I;I1'J.I1<; uo'f "'1wAm;;' '1''.1:'''1+ l'uo9"U?'} U079"7"'1.f 

uul'l&,C,y.): 1I.e I"I'IILII<;'} 'Jmn1' 1'~lwAfIl1 uu9"U?'/"} I' P'? ~1&,l\l'.9" 

n~I"1fln, 9"1 fUA t'l.t'lh' 1''''1.:r,t'l· uulf<;:/:aJ"} .e{J "'1uo , aJ.e9" ~1.e{J"'1UU' 

h'H'.lf'} 7I/-,\.V·9" '/'In,"'1t M'I'fl'+ l-)t'lfD MH')'I'+ n"'1.t'laJ' ~19"Y: P'C 

,ICI/C M'I' 5'1',). fD'} f{J<i:<;,:· 

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 

t'l. MI,l"I-,\I-,\. 'l' )',,: h '/'Ln·'l' ~1"'1t'''f]' uuA(l:}: aJ·{J'l' nY?flC hU'U~'l' ;JC 

1''''l.fIlmuuaJ'·} uoCmaJ' { J { f.~C7·:: 'ne 'II n')'''1nt· (h .. ~ . .'l· l"I'lIn..)

h~I"'1?"f]' uoA(l:}~ aJ·{J'l' fA '1'1-)-1 ,," hlf'/ { t'l.1I { n"'l.t'laJ· 11<i:')' n;t' 1I.e 

'l"/HH' fD I .e "1 M., : : 



Part B: .ell+ N P'/'- fli:.'109" 9U II'l P'Co,·) · mf\~ 'rfl.,r·"fl 
B 1. Imf\~ '1·fI.,r-ll 

no "I fl6OI. OITJS'" 1.11"'1"'111 I!- (TO" hII';' loti 0 "'I"'IS'" 
M "'1"'111 l!-

B1.1 rpt. {16.~fJ?" "1'1"7"'1 
pC'H: l'u0 9"U<;"} 
I'pt. OJ'm,;J-"'I',,}· 
"'Im'1hC I).e .1"/'11':: 
',OJ': : 

B 1.2 r pt. {16. '109" "19"7"'1 
PC""': Ooo"'lC 
"'UH''''IC 'I.X'/: I).e 
.1" /'11':: '/0)':: 

BI.3 I'pt. {16.'I09" "19"7"'1 
pC'H: 00,.,11,;/''''1 
(' 00"'1 C "'I rH''''I C 
M " Y.' I).e r'l''1')' 
OJ·m,'I'·:'" j'ool)h,/d"} 

flJ' J"I/ .e7oo"l"'ltI 
B 1.4 l' aI9"7"'1 pCo,'/: 

79" ;J"'I.OJ0'1 '/'7'1" ;J"'I. 
009"U<;·'} J'l'l'H.tI:: 

B 1.5 (' pt. (16.'IO?" "19"7"'1 
0011 6. C'I'·:)"· fI,tI .. :,.· 
flpt.m· {11l6.I)7. ('tf'l' 
001l6.C,r·:'-"} 
,f'm:J' tlI)tI:: 

B 1.6 ('pt· {16.'109" "1'1"7"'1 
pCo,·/: uo9"U<· l't.i'I"} 
{16.lIlI?" Ouo7?"7?" 
m·m,./:,} Wlflfl, '}-', '}' 
ll o 'L')' 7,'},I',.,/'Oflm· 
J'Y.C;JtI:: 

B1.7 rpt. {16.~fJ?" '79"7"'1 
pCo,·/: 07'1" ;J"'1.m·'1 
0'/'79" ;J"'I.m· ool]htl 
no. (' tf'l 0)·.e.e·)·'1 
''l'0':: uDtlll 7,'},I',.1] 'LX' 
.e6. ')',I',tI :: 

B 1.8 1'''l'l"7'''1 PCo, ·/: 
O'/'M'(' .I'.'::P. (Career 
status) (' pt. tI'I"y"(j 
l'uo'J''P. c,:1)7''')' '} 
tI r. ',.).'} h'7'}'/O, J'MIl 
',OJ' :: 

OITJS'" hMfr')' 
I. M"'I"'IS'" 



B 1.9 {' ....... t- ~,&. 'WI'" '7'1"1"'1 
....... C~ ·,'} r U·(\··}I'" 
an9"Ut- '} I1U(\ '+ 
l''''lnAO'?<;" I"I-'I,<;";e: 
.1'; ,:J<j: 1,·}.<\.I'l'l' 
J' Y. C ,:J A :: 

BI.IO I' ....... t- ~,&. 'WI'" '71"'1"'1 
I-"C~' I: I" I-M'I' 
I' ~,&.'109" y.~:q 

J'l'lonIl70")"} oo9"Ut-'} 
Oan~:q 'If.!, I'· I·Y.7&. 
(IN'l'b (\ an{]m')' 
f.!,m'I'an·fl;J·t.\: : 

C. I' ....... t- n&. 'fll'" "'11"'7"'1 
anl'l&.C·Ff·<;" nan'llj.y.:r 

C I.I O ....... t- ~,&.~Ol'" 9"11<;" 
....... C~·,' (J)'{]'I' 
(,9"'}m 'I'9"fJ'I' (J). 
1'''/9"1'''1 onM.C·)· 
~,oot.\lj .y.:r (Inidicators) 

I' 00 "'I C "'I (] . I-"'I C ~ 'l "'I 
h'I''''lt(J)' <j:'l1'+: 
.<\. ::rC,),oo·H: 

h"'l.(I1·O'I' (I)· (lNn, ')' '1 
han9"U';' I'M;1')''1 
oo"'l"'lC ,:JC l"I'<'\I'l';' 
'1'1' (J). : : 

C I.2 1' ....... t- h&.'109" 9"11'1 
....... C~·,' (J)·I'l ' r 
1'9"'} (11 'I' 9"fJ'l' (J). 
~,an'llj ·n·· (J)'(I1,;:I''''I 
I''''I{] 'I' '''IC 1I.I'..P>:j'··} 
o I-" t- 'l J!, (\ "'I 'P t.\ 
~,O~;J · :r '1'l' (J)' :: 

CJ.3 I' /»t· 1,&. ~09" 9"11'; 
oullt.CI'·:r· l'ou?"iJ~· ·) 

0}'1I1.;:I''''1',.)'<; :r·t'I" ;:I-O}") 
n'I'''IIJC ~y. M"'1'Pt'I·<; 
aH'.6,·)·9" (D'(Jb ;r"'1 
1,·)J'. If " n'l: l'If', ouL."f. 
Y, t'I nlt'l. :: 

CIA r I-"t· 1, &.'109" 9"1\<; 
ou!l&.C·I'· :/ ou9"U<;' 
n·,..,:?" I,oD 6·C ;:'~6,',.)· 
ou.?6··)·r; nl1l11;1'~.e 

(")'?"iJC')' "ir:"lt ·?" ~y, 
'1'1'\ ,)' &. 1,·) .... If·) 1''''1 . .?·ntt· 
<; :/:(J)·:: 



D. r I"Ir ht. 'fJ!I" !l"11'i' hl)'U: 
(Procedure) 

DI.I n''!!I'' 1 "'I 'I.n· floVl·/"i · 
on9"U,V) n'}on'l, I'l"t· 
on:econty flf.', 
n19" ;J"'I.7'l M I"Ir 
I,,:' '109" "19"1"'1 7M 
YS.I.;JtI: : 

D 1.2 fl-/·*on· MI.Il fllf ',·~· hll.u 
n~,·) · M I"t· hil. '1Il9" 
"I!I"7"'1 n't M" 1.' 
fl(INfm· on9"Ut··) tll~ 

·)·h·I.·)· nonllm') ' I'I-"t· 
I,~. ~09" 9"1I~' YNI.P,tI:: 

D1.3 no'H'r, m·y,y.·)· fl Y, 
,:I," anv'L"" unY.n?,: 
1"'/9"1"'1 9"tll1;1' 
(Observation) WI!I" ;J"'I.m·~· 
non!l"u~· onl)htl 

YS.I.;JtI ' h"l9"1"'1 0')' fl9" 
I' "HI I. . on till m·M'.·)· 
rll'L-'ltl :: 

D 1.4 1'''19"1'''1 onfi&.C·I'·'/i 
fll"t ·m· hIltA? 1'1f', · 
~UCY') " )r, 1'·I·ontI70· 
m· tll, -y·:r-·) O-I'Q;l,fI(,];l, 
y. on -/I r, fl · :: 

D I. 5 1'''19"1'''1 onllll.C-I'·'/i 
n(l,h7i') '1M'.I.(lT Inh;f 
on9"Ut ··)/ 16 '1''''It7':r· 
uu1l htl on til) 9" "I T';· ',.) S 
onMOC) I''''I.'{.'I'';' 
~·'fm· :: 



Appendix 3 

Interview for trainers in sample TVET institutions 

1. Do you believe that those who are engaged in the appraisal process 

have any formal performance appraisal scheme? 

2. Do you think that the appraisal system have any impact on the achievement 

of the institutions? 

3. What is the purpose of the performance appraisal system? And for what 

purpose is utilized the results of performance appraisal? 

4. What do you observe on the relationship of evaluators and the evaluate 

before and after the appraisal process? 

5. Do you agree to be appraised by your respective department heads? If you 

answer is yes? Give reasons? 

6. Is there any strong relationship between the appraisal results and 

development of teachers? 

7. Do you believe that there is consistency between the performance 

appraisals with that of the purpose it serves for? 

8. Do you think that the performance appraisal results are used for the 

purpose intended? If your answer is No? Give your reasons? 

9. Trainers are expected to conduct research and to prepare workshops on the 

results of their findings. What problems are encountered with meeting this 

particular performance indicator? 

10. What methods technique/tools are used (record keeping, initiative, output, 

rating scales etc) for teacher appraisal? 

11. Some respondents of the questionnaire give their remarks on 

inappropriateness of the performance indicator "allotment of consultation 

hour for trainees". What is your perception with this remark? 
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